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The luminous, low-mass X-ray binary systems are thought to contain neutron 
stars with luminosities comparable to the Eddington critical luminosity LE at which 
the outward force of radiation balances gravity. A subset of these systems, called Z 
sources, show three distinct spectral states and quasi-periodic intensity oscillations. 
In a recently proposed unified model of this behavior, mass accretes not only through 
a disk but also approximately radially from the inner disk. In this thesis we report 
the results of an investigation of the structure and stability of the radial flow when 
the luminosity of the star is near-critical. 
We show that when the luminosity of the star is comparable toLE, radiation 
drag creates a significant, approximately radial inflow from the inner disk corona 
to the star. We describe a simplified model of this flow and the time-dependent 
radiation hydrocode that we have used to simulate it. As expected, the simulated 
flow has an outer region where the inflow velocity increases with decreasing radius; 
a middle region, where the velocity is roughly constant; and an inner region where 
the velocity decreases toward the star. 
Our simulations show that the radial flow becomes overstable (that is, the flow 
oscillates with increasing amplitude) when the luminosity rises to within a few per-
cent of LE. If the radial inflow begins ""'300 km from the neutron star (as expected), 
the frequency of the oscillations is ......,5-10 Hz, comparable to the frequency of one 
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class of quasi-periodic oscillations observed in the Z sources. The variation in op-
tical depth is substantial, whereas the variation in luminosity is relatively small. 
Calculations of the amplitudes and phases of the resulting oscillations in the X-ray 
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The effects of radiation pressure on stellar atmospheres was stressed in a sem-
inal paper by A. Eddington in 1921. In particular, he showed that the atmosphere 
of a spherically symmetric star cannot be in hydrostatic equilibrium if the star's 
luminosity exceeds a particular value, because the outward force of the radiation 
flowing through the atmosphere is then greater than the inward force of gravity 
and drives the atmosphere away. This value of the luminosity is now known as 
the Eddington critical luminosity LE. For a purely Thomson scattering atmosphere 
consisting of electrons and ions, this luminosity is 
L 47rcGM(mi + Zme) 1 44 1038 ( M ) -1 E = z R:: • x M. ergs s 
UT 0 
(1.1) 
where M is the mass of the neutron star, M 0 is the mass of the Sun, mi and me 
are the ion and electron masses, Z is the number of electrons per ion, c is the speed 
of light, and UT is the cross section for Thomson scattering. LE depends only on 
the composition of the atmosphere and the mass of the star. Radiation forces are 
unimportant in stars like the Sun, which has a luminosity L R:: 2 x 1033 ergs s-1 ~ 
LE. However, such forces are expected to be crucial in the luminous low-mass X-ray 
binaries (LMXBs), which are thought to have X-ray luminosities close toLE. 
LMXBs are thought to consist of a neutron star and a low-mass (M < 3 M 0 ) 
companion star closely orbiting one another. The X-rays are produced by gas that is 
captured from the companion star and accretes onto the neutron star. The captured 
gas has enough angular momentum to form an accretion disk around the neutron 
star. The high X-ray fluxes of the most luminous LMXBs are expected to have 
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profound effects on the structure and dynamics of the accretion flow. Understanding 
the behavior of these systems requires a careful analysis of the very fine balancing 
act between radiation and gravity, since relatively small changes in this balance 
can have large effects on the system. The sensitivity of the accretion flow to small 
changes in the X-ray luminosity is a major theme running through this work. 
In this thesis we describe the results of computer simulations of near-critical 
(L ~ LE) radial accretion flows. These simulations have been used to help develop 
a model for one class of quasi-periodic intensity oscillations (QPOs) recently discov-
ered in a subset of the luminous LMX.Bs known as the Z sources. These simulations 
have not only helped to validate this QPO model, but have also produced numerous 
insights into the physics of near-critical accretion flows. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In §1.2 we discuss the 
properties and observations of neutron stars. In § 1.3 we compare the two classes 
of accreting neutron star binary systems, the high- and low-mass systems. In §1.4 
we elaborate on the spectral states and quasi-periodic oscillations that have been 
observed in the low-mass neutron star binary systems. In §1.5 we discuss a model 
for the production of QPOs in these systems. 
1.2. Neutron star properties and observations 
There are three known types of compact objects: neutron stars, white dwarfs, 
and black holes. All three are the end result of stellar evolution, and do not 
burn any nuclear fuel. White dwarfs are supported by electron degeneracy pres-
sure and have masses less than -1M0 , mean densities -107-108 gcm-3 , and radii 
-1, OOG-10, OOOkm. Neutron stars are supported by neutron degeneracy pressure 
and are thought to have masses -1-3M0 , mean densities -10
14 gcm-3 , and radii 
-10 km. Black holes formed as a result of stellar evolution probably have masses 
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greater than 3 M 0 , and have an event horizon (for non-rotating black holes) at the 
radius 2G M / c2 • The event horizon for rotating black holes is ellipsoidal and hence 
does not have a single radius. 
Theoretical studies suggest that all neutron stars have masses between about 
1.4 and 3 M 0 . Neutron star masses have been measured by pulse timing in radio 
and X-ray pulsar systems. The measured masses range from about 1 to about 2 solar 
masses. The most accurate neutron star mass determinations are for the systems 
containing the radio pulsars PSR 1534+12 and PSR 1913+16. Both systems are 
thought to consist of two neutron stars, each with a mass near 1.4 M 0 . 
The surface gravity of a neutron star is """1011 times stronger than that of the 
Earth. Their surface magnetic fields are thought to range from ""108 to ""1014 gauss. 
Neutron star spin periods of a few hundred seconds down to around a millisecond 
have been measured by observing periodic pulses in X-ray or radio intensities. 
Neutron star systems are usually categorized by the source of the energy that is 
converted into radiation. Below we discuss two categories, rotation-powered neutron 
stars and accretion-powered neutron stars. 
1.2.1 Rotation-powered neutron stars 
A neutron star powered by rotation is usually observed as a radio pulsar, al-
though it may also be observed as an optical, X-ray, or 1-ray pulsar, or all of these. 
Radio pulsars were discovered in 1967 (Hewish et al. 1968) and were quickly identi-
fied as rotation-powered neutron stars (Gold 1969). The radio emission from these 
pulsars is thought to be due to electromagnetic acceleration of particles in the mag-
netosphere (see Michel1982). The apparent pulsing of the radio intensity is caused 
by misalignment of the magnetic field and rotation axes. About 500 radio pulsars 
have been observed so far. Most are not in binary systems. 
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The most famous example of a rotation-powered neutron star is the Crab pul-
sar, which has a period of 33 ms and is believed to be the compact remnant of 
a supernova explosion observed in 1054 AD. Although the Crab pulsar has a spin 
period of 33 ms, most radio pulsars have periods between 0.1 and 1 s. 
Recently (Backer et al. 1982) a new class of rotation-powered neutron stars, 
the so-called millisecond pulsars, have been discovered. They are observed as radio 
pulsars with periods less than 10 ms. For example, pulsar 1937+214 has a period 
of 1.5 ms, 1953+29 has a period of 6.3 ms, and 1855+09 has a period of 5.362 ms. 
More than thirty millisecond pulsars have been discovered to date. Their extremely 
rapid spins might suggest that these neutron stars are very young. However, they 
are spinning down very slowly, which is consistent with a small magnetic field and 
an old age. It is now thought that millisecond pulsars are in fact very old. 
1.3.2 Accretion-powered neutron stars 
A neutron star that is in a close binary system with another star may be pow-
ered by accretion of gas from its companion. The resulting X- and 1-ray radiation 
may be pulsed or unpulsed. Accretion onto a neutron star is one of the most effi-
cient mechanisms known for converting matter into energy. For example, nuclear 
processes generate -7 MeV per nucleon, whereas the release of gravitational binding 
energy during accretion onto a neutron star produces -1D0-200MeV per nucleon. 
For the most luminous of the accretion-powered neutron stars, each square cen-
timeter of the stellar surface generates more radiant power than the entire Earth 
receives from the Sun. 
Binary X-ray pulsars were first discovered in 1971 (Giacconi et al. ) and were 
soon identified as accretion-powered neutron stars (Pringle and Rees 1972; Lamb 
et al. 1973; Davidson and Ostriker 1973). About 30 accretion-powered pulsars have 
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been identified so far, with pulse periods ranging from 0. 7 s to 835 s. Almost all 
accretion-powered pulsars are in binary systems. The Earth's atmosphere absorbs 
X-rays, so observations of these stars have been carried out with balloons, rockets, 
and satellites such as Uhuru, Vela 5, Copernicus, Ariel V, ANS, SAS-3, OS0-
7, OS0-8, COS-B, HEA0-1, Einstein, Hakucho, Tenma, EXOSAT, Ginga, and 
ROSAT. 
Most of the observed X-ray pulsars are believed to be in our galaxy, with a 
typical distance from the Earth of "" 2 x 104 light years. This distance implies 
X-ray luminosities of "'1036-1039 ergs s-1 • These luminosities in turn imply mass 
accretion rates of 10-10-10-7 M 0 yr-
1. The pulses of X-ray radiation are thought 
to be caused by misaligned magnetic poles, as in the radio pulsars. Evidence for 
the binary nature of X-ray pulsars comes from X-ray eclipses, Doppler shifts of the 
pulses, and sometimes heating of one face of the companion star, which causes the 
optical intensity of the rotating companion to vary periodically. 
Many accreting X-ray stars do not exhibit detectable periodic pulsations, which 
makes it difficult to learn about them. The most luminous of these stars are thought 
to be accretion-powered neutron stars in binary systems, although some may be 
black holes. When it has been possible to determine the orbital periods of these 
systems, they have been between 11 minutes and 9 days. The ,...,50 non-pulsing 
accretion-powered X-ray stars are highly variable in both visible light and X-rays. 
The most famous example of this class is Sco X-1, which is ten times brighter than 
any other stellar X-ray source. 
1.3. High-mass and low-mass X-ray binary systems 
X-ray binary systems are typically divided into two classes, based on the mass 
of the companion to the compact object: low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) and 
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high-mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs). Most of the X-ray pulsars are in HMXBs, 
whereas most of the unpulsed X-ray stars are in LMXBs. 
1.3.1 High-mass X-ray binary systems 
Almost all HMXBs contain X-ray pulsars with spin periods ranging from 1 to 
800 s (the other HMXBs contain black hole candidates). Observed orbital periods 
range from 1.4 to 188 days. The neutron star's companion in these HMXBs is typ-
ically a young (age"" 107 yr), massive (M ~ 1G-30M0 ), blue-white (spectral type 
OB) giant star. The optical luminosity of the system is dominated by this compan-
ion. These massive stars are known to produce substantial stellar winds. In some 
cases, the material accreting onto the neutron star is thought to have been captured 
from this wind. However, in close systems, the atmosphere of the companion star 
may overflow the gravitational saddle between the two stars. Whether an accretion 
disk forms depends on the angular momentum of the accreting plasma relative to 
the neutron star. 
As the accreting plasma converges on the neutron star, it tends to trap the 
stellar magnetic field and sweep it inward. If the flow is radial, the magnetic field 
temporarily halts the inflow at the magnetospheric radius rm. A magnetospheric 
cavity forms inside rm, and most of the neutron star magnetic field is confined to 
this cavity. The plasma eventually penetrates this cavity and flows to the surface of 
the neutron star. If instead the flow is in the form of a Keplerian disk, the magnetic 
field exerts a torque on the disk plasma, ending the Keplerian flow at the radius r 0 • 
Plasma from the inner edge of the Keplerian flow then flows to the surface of the 
star. 
The value of r m (if the flow is approximately radial) is set by the balance 
between the inward ram pressure, which varies as r-5/ 2 , and the outward magnetic 
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pressure, which varies as r-6 . For the neutron stars in HMXBs, which axe thought 
to have surface magnetic fields of ""1011-1014 gauss, rm or ro is ""107-109 em. 
Within the magnetosphere, accreting plasma is expected to flow along field lines 
until it impacts the neutron star surface near the magnetic poles. If the resulting 
hot spots at the poles axe not aligned with the rotation axis, the neutron star will 
produce X-ray pulses. 
The neutron star can be spun up or down by accretion, depending on the 
angular momentum of the gas at r m or ro compared to that of the matter in the 
neutron star and the effect of magnetic coupling if there is an accretion disk. The 
luminosity released at the surface is much larger than the luminosity released at 
the magnetospheric boundary or in the disk. The exact mechanism(s) by which 
accreting matter enters the magnetosphere is the subject of some debate (see Ghosh 
and Lamb 1991). For radial accretion the most promising idea is Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability of the magnetospheric boundary, enabling large blobs of material to 
enter the cavity. For systems with accretion disks, the flow is more complicated but 
probably involves threading of the disk by the stellar magnetic field (Ghosh and 
Lamb 1978, 1979a, 1979b; see also Ghosh and Lamb 1991). 
1.3.2 Low-mass X-ray binary systems 
Only three LMXBs have been observed to show periodic pulses. In fact, peri-
odic pulsations have not been detected in any of the most luminous LMXBs. Known 
orbital periods range from 11 minutes to 9 days; most axe between 3 and 9 hours 
(in the 11 minute system, the neutron star's companion is a white dwarf). The 
binary companion star in LMXBs is typically an older (age > 108 yr ), low-mass 
(M ;S 1 M0 ) main sequence or giant star or white dwarf. The optical luminosity 
of the system is dominated by radiation from the accretion disk. The ratio of the 
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X-ray luminosity to the optical luminosity typically exceeds 104 . 
Accretion in LMXBs is due to overflow of the atmosphere of the companion 
star (thought to be driven by nuclear evolution or gravitational radiation). Gas 
flows slowly over the gravitational saddle between the two stars and its angular 
momentum relative to the neutron star is substantial. As the stream of gas converges 
on the neutron star, an accretion disk forms. Angular momentum transfer through 
the disk heats it, making it a source of soft ("'1 keY) photons. A substantial fraction 
of the X-ray luminosity of the system is generated in the disk this way. The rest is 
harder radiation produced near the neutron star. 
The surface magnetic fields of neutron stars in LMXBs are thought to be 
"'108-1011 gauss. Such relatively weak magnetic fields imply an inner radius of the 
Keplerian flow ro "' 106-107 em, much smaller than for neutron stars in HMXBs. 
This implies that there will be less channeling of the accretion flow onto the poles. 
This reduced channeling may be one reason why it has been more difficult to detect 
periodic pulsations in LMXBs than in HMXBs. 
The observed LMXBs have been divided into two groups: those with moderate 
( "'5 x 1037 ergs s-1) luminosities, and those with high (~ 1038 ergs s-1) luminosities. 
Most moderate-luminosity LMXBs exhibit X-ray bursts and have orbital periods 
less than 10 hours. Most high-luminosity LMXBs have not been observed to burst, 
but many do exhibit quasi-periodic intensity oscillations. Their orbital periods are 
all greater than 1 day. 
1.4. The Z sources 
Six of the high-luminosity LMXBs are known as "Z sources", for reasons 
discussed below. These systems are Sco X-1, GX 340+0, GX 349+2, GX 5-1, 
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GX 17+2, and Cyg X-2. Periodic intensity oscillations have not yet been detected 
in any of the Z sources. We concentrate on these systems for the remainder of this 
thesis. 
1.4.1 Spectral states and the Z diagram 
A first step to understanding the Z sources is to identify features that are 
common to all of them. The first common feature is the similarity of their spec-
tral behavior, especially when plotted on an X-ray "color-color" diagram (Hasinger 
1988). Here X-ray color is defined as the X-ray photon count rate in one energy 
channel divided by that in another energy channel. 
An X-ray color-color diagram is constructed by plotting a "soft color", usually 
the 3 keV-6 keV count rate divided by the 1 keV-3 keV count rate, against a "hard 
color", usually the 6 keV-20 keV count rate divided by 3 keV-6 keV count rate. 
When all of the observations for a particular Z source are plotted on such a diagram, 
they fall within a narrow band shaped like a "Z". The sources move back and forth 
irregularly on the Z on timescales of hours to days, but have never been observed 
to "jump" between the branches of the Z. Figure 1.1 shows color-color diagrams 
for Cyg X-2 and GX 17+2. The three branches of the Z are called the horizontal 
branch (HB), the normal branch (NB), and the flaring branch (FB). 
1.4.2 QPOs in the Z sources 
QPOs have been observed in the Z sources with frequencies ranging from ""6 Hz 
to ""50 Hz. These oscillations are detected as broad peaks in power spectra of X-ray 
intensity time series. Since the peaks are broad, the oscillations cannot be due to 
orbital motion or neutron star rotation. The power in the QPO peaks in the power 
spectra is equivalent to a sinusoidal oscillation with an rms amplitude of ""3% to 
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Fig. 1.1.-X-ray color-color diagrams for Cyg X-2 and GX 17+2, showing the 
horizontal branch (HB), the normal branch (NB), and the flaring branch (FB). 
From van der Klis 1989. 
time series. 
Three types of QPOs have been identified, based on the spectral state where 
they appear or are strongest: horizontal branch oscillations (HBOs), normal branch 
oscillations (NBOs), and flaring branch oscillations (FBOs). Usually, only one type 
of QPO is observed at any one time, although several sources eventually exhibit all 
three types. However, HBOs and NBOs have been observed simultaneously in 
Cyg X-2 when it is on the upper part of the normal branch (Norris and Wood 1987; 
Mitsuda and Dotani 1989; Hasinger 1990). 
HBOs are observed on the entire horizontal branch and sometimes on the upper 
part of the normal branch. The HBOs weaken and eventually disappear altogether 
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as the source moves down the normal branch. The X-ray intensity typically rises 
by "'30% as the HBO frequency increases from 20 to 50 Hz. The FWHM of the 
peak in the power spectrum is rv15%-30% of the centroid frequency. The power 
spectrum has a prominent red noise component between rv10 Hz and rv0.1 Hz, 
called low frequency noise (LFN). Below rv0.1 Hz, the power density rises steeply 
to the lowest frequencies measured. This component is called very low frequency 
noise (VLFN). There is also a high frequency cutoff at rv60 Hz evident in many 
Z-source power spectra (Middleditch & Priedhorsky 1986; Hasinger 1988a). 
NBOs are observed only on the normal branch. There is very weak or no 
correlation of the the NBO frequency (rv6 Hz) with X-ray intensity. The FWHM 
of the NBO peak in the power spectrum is rv20%-60% of the centroid frequency. 
Unlike on the horizontal branch, LFN is weak or absent. FBOs are observed only 
on the flaring branch. The position of the FBO peak in power spectra varies from 
10 Hz to 20 Hz, and is strongly correlated with intensity. In Sco X-1, the NBO 
frequency joins smoothly with the FBO frequency as the source moves from the 
normal branch to the flaring branch. This suggests that these two oscillations are 
related (see Lamb & van der Klis 1992). Figure 1.2 shows power spectra from all 
three branches of Cyg X-2 and GX 17+2. 
It is tempting to think that a single parameter varies along the Z. It is generally 
believed that this single parameter is the mass accretion rate (Lamb 1989; Hasinger 
and van der Klis 1989; Hasinger et al. 1990). Hertz et al. (1992) have found that the 
position along the Z fully determines all of the system observables, such as X-ray 
intensity and X-ray color, in Cyg X-2. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic representation 
of the color-color diagram, summarizing the locations and frequencies of the various 
QPOs. 
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Fig. 1.2.-Power spectra of X-ray intensity variations in Cyg X-2 and GX 17+2. 
The top, middle, and bottom spectra are from the horizontal, normal, and flaring 
branches of the sources. Low frequency noise (LFN), very low frequency noise 
(VLFN), and high frequency noise (HFN) power spectral components are identified, 
as are horizontal branch QPOs (HB QPO) and normal branch QPOs (NB QPO). 
From van der Klis 1989. 
1.4.3 Horizontal branch oscillations 
The HBO peak is much too broad to be explained as due to stellar rotation. It 
also cannot be explained as the orbital frequency of the flow at the inner radius ro 
of the Keplerian disk, because that frequency is much too high. The most promising 
model for HBOs, called the "beat-frequency model" (Alpar and Shaham 1985; Lamb 
et al. 1985; Shibazaki and Lamb 1987), postulates,that the frequency of the HBOs is 
in fact the difference between the stellar spin frequency and the Keplerian frequency 
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Fig. 1.3.-Schematic representation of the X-ray color-color diagram, showing the 
horizontal, normal, and flaring branches. Note that as the source moves across the 
horizontal branch, the HBO frequency increases from ,..,.,20 Hz to ,.,.,50 Hz. As the 
source moves down the normal branch, the HBOs weaken. NBOs are observed with 
a frequency ,..,.,6 Hz near the middle of the normal branch. In Sco X-1, the NBO 
frequency increases to ,..,., 10 Hz at the bottom of the normal branch or the beginning 
of the flaring branch. On the flaring branch, the FBO frequency increases to ,..,.,20 Hz 
until the FBO peak broadens and any excess power just merges with the continuum. 
Adapted from Lamb 1991. 
Plasma in Keplerian orbit at ro interacts with an inhomogeneous stellar mag-
netic field that corotates with the star. The plasma interacts with any given in-
homogeneity in the stellar magnetic field with a frequency equal to the difference 
between the spin frequency and the Keplerian frequency. This periodic interaction 
causes a corresponding quasi-periodic oscillation in the mass flux to the neutron 
star surface, and hence in the luminosity. The relative narrowness of the HBO peak 
is due to the narrowness of the interaction region near ro. The fluctuations in the 
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disk that make the Kepler frequency apparent are also responsible for the LFN 
component observed in HB power spectra. This explains why the strength of the 
LFN is correlated with the strength of the HBO. 
The correlation of the HBO frequency with X-ray intensity can be understood 
as follows. As the mass accretion rate increases, ro decreases, due to the increased 
mass flux through the disk-magnetospheric boundary. The Keplerian frequency 
at this smaller radius is higher, producing a higher beat frequency and hence a 
higher HBO frequency. The increased mass flux also increases the X-ray luminosity, 
causing an increase in the observed X-ray intensity. 
The model assumes a neutron star spin period of "'10 ms and a magnetic field 
strength of "'108-109 gauss, implying that ro is "'1.5-6 times the neutron star 
radius. The presumed rapid spin (caused by accretion of angular momentum) and 
weak magnetic field of the Z sources that is postulated by the beat frequency model 
is similar to that observed in millisecond pulsars. It is now generally thought (Alpar 
and Shaham 1985; van den Heuvel 1991) that LMXBs are the progenitors of the 
binary millisecond pulsars. 
One weak spot in the beat-frequency model for HBOs is that periodic oscilla-
tions at the presumed stellar spin frequency have not yet been detected. However, 
as mentioned above, such perodic oscillations are expected to be very difficult to 
detect because the relatively weak magnetic field inferred from the model means 
there is less channeling of the accretion flow toward the magnetic poles, making 
beaming of radiation from the surface less pronounced. Also, an optically thick 
corona surrounding the neutron star may suppress periodic intensity oscillations 
produced by beaming. Finally, the Doppler shift caused by the unknown orbital 
motion of the neutron star shifts the frequency of the signal, making it even more 




Fig. 1.4.-Relative NBO amplitude (top) and NBO phase shift (bottom) as a func-
tion of energy. The observations plotted here are from Mitsuda and Dotani {1989). 
The functional fit to the NBO amplitude data is from Miller and Lamb (1992). The 
fit assumes a scattering optical depth of 10, an optical depth oscillation of 2, and 
an electron temperature of 0.8 keV. 
1.4.4 Normal branch oscillations 
NBOs have been observed only on the normal branch. Since HBOs and NBOs 
have been observed simultaneously, it is thought that they are produced by distinct 
mechanisms. 
Observational clues to the nature of NBOs include the following. The NBO 
amplitude in Cyg X-2 is low in X-ray channels below 5 keV but rises steeply above 
5 keV (see Figure 1.4). In addition, there is a phase lag between the low-energy 
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Fig. 1.5.-Calculation of photon number spectra for two slightly different optical 
depths, illustrating the rotation of the spectra around the pivot energy Ep, when 
the optical depth of the Comptonizing region varies. In this calculation, the source 
spectrum was ex: E-312 exp(-E/10keV) and the electron temperature was 1 keV 
in the Comptonizing region. These parameter values are characteristic of Cyg X-2. 
From Miller & Lamb 1992. 
Figure 1.5 shows theoretical calculations of the photon number spectra for two 
different optical depths of the radial flow, using parameter values typical of Cyg X-
2. Note how the spectrum pivots around Ep ~ 5 keV. Theoretical studies (Miller 
and Lamb 1991, 1992; see Lamb 1989, 1991) show that oscillations in optical depth 
produce X-ray intensity oscillations consistent with observed NBO properties. It is 
also thought that the optical depth of the radial flow region increases as the source 
moves down the normal branch, although the corresponding spectral evolution is 
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probably complicated by changes in the spectrum of the central source. 
The difference in the two spectra shown in Figure 1. 5 can be understood as 
follows. At higher optical depths, the relatively cool material in the radial flow 
causes high energy photons(~ Ep) to downscatter to low energy channels (;5 Ep), 
producing the observed rocking of the spectrum. These calculations explain the 
minimum in the NBO amplitude at ""5 keV, near the rocking point. They also 
explain why the high-energy and low-energy NBO oscillations should be ""180° out 
of phase. 
Many researchers accept the interpretion of NBOs as oscillations in optical 
depth. There is, however, more debate about the cause of the optical depth oscil-
lations. In the next section we describe one model (Lamb 1988a, 1989, 1991, 1992) 
for these oscillations. 
1.5. The unified model of the Z sources 
Recently, Lamb (1988b, 1989b,c, 1991) has proposed a model of X-ray emission 
in LMXBs that may explain both their X-ray spectral states and their QPOs. In this 
unified model, the neutron star has a relatively weak magnetic field and accretes 
plasma simultaneously from a Keplerian disk and from an approximately radial 
inflow that originates in a corona above the inner disk. Photons are produced 
primarily in the inner disk and a small central corona surrounding the neutron 
star magnetosphere. The photons then escape through the radial inflow of plasma 
from the inner disk corona. In this model, the Z-shaped patterns observed in X-ray 
color-color plots of the Z sources are attributed primarily to changes in the X-ray 
spectrum caused by changes in the scattering optical depth of the inner disk and 
the radial flow. The horizontal branch oscillations are assumed to be luminosity 
oscillations caused by interaction of the small neutron star magnetosphere with the 
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innermost part of the accretion disk-the so-called magnetospheric beat-frequency 
modulated-accretion model (Alpar and Shaham 1985; Lamb et al. 1985; Shibazaki 
and Lamb 1987). The normal branch oscillations are attributed to optical depth 
oscillations caused by the sensitivity of the radial inflow to radiation forces when 
the luminosity of the source is within "'10% of the Eddington critical luminosity 
LE. Finally, the flaring branch oscillations are attributed to photohydrodynamic 
modes in the radial flow near the central corona; these modes are excited by the 
oscillations in the radial flow that occur on the lower part of the normal branch, 
and grow when the luminosity equals or exceeds LE. 
We now describe the accretion flow in these sources in more detail. Material 
accreting onto the neutron star surrounds the relatively compact (radius "' 2R) 
magnetosphere, forming an optically dense and cool (Te "' 1 ke V, comparable to the 
effective temperature) source ofX-rays. Radiation pressure from the magnetosphere 
and the inner disk causes the inner disk to thicken, forming a relatively hot (Te "' 
30 ke V) compact central corona (CCC) around the magnetosphere, with an optical 
depth of "'5 (see Figure 1.6). 
At high luminosities (;G 0.8LE) the increased pressure of radiation from the 
inner disk creates a vertically extended, relatively cool ("' 1 ke V) inner disk corona 
(IDC). Radiation drag causes material in the inner part of the IDC to lose its 
angular momentum and fall radially toward the neutron star. At most "'30% of 
the total mass flux enters this radial flow. The rest reaches the CCC and hence 
the neutron star through the inner disk. Luminosities between "'0.8LE and "'LE 
correspond to the normal branch. The change in X-ray color on the normal branch 
is partially due to an increase in the scattering optical depth of the cool radial flow, 
which progressively degrades the high energy photons from the CCC. 
The radial flow is optically thin to absorption, and hence is not in local thermo-
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Near-Critical Flow 
Fig. 1.6.-Schematic side view of the accretion flow in the unified model of LMXB 
X-ray emission when the luminosity of the star is near the Eddington critical lu-
minosity. The inner accretion disk forms a relatively hot (T,...,5-20 keV) compact 
central corona (dark shading) around the small (radius ...... 2Q-30 km) magnetosphere 
of the neutron star. High ion temperatures and radiation pressure cause the inner 
disk to expand vertically at the radius rt"'300 km where radiation pressure begins 
to dominate gas pressure in the disk. This expansion creates an extensive but rela-
tively cool (T,..., 1-2 keV) inner disk corona (light shading) surrounding the hotter 
compact central corona. Radiation drag acting on gas orbiting in the inner disk 
corona causes it to lose angular momentum and fall toward the neutron star ( ar-
rows), creating an approximately radial inflow toward the neutron star. X-rays are 
emitted from the disk and the compact central corona. Emission from the compact 
central corona is powered both by the mass flux through the disk and the mass flux 
in the radial flow. From Lamb {1991). 
dynamic equilibrium. At luminosities within a ,...,5%-10% of LE, radiation pressure 
greatly slows the radial flow, and the scattering optical depth of the radial flow 
reaches "'5-15. The radiative energy emitted near the neutron star is ...... 104 times 
the thermal energy in the radial flow. The Compton time in the radial flow is very 
short (,..., w-6 s), much shorter than the inflow time from the outer part of the flow 
...... Q.2 s. Therefore the plasma in the inward radial flow stays close to the Comp-
ton temperature. The time required for radiation to escape from the radial flow is 
....... 10-3 s, much shorter than the inflow time. The work done by the converging flow 
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on the radiation is significant, as we show in Chapter 2. 
The mechanism for NBOs in the unified model is as follows. The radial flow 
in the IDC is very sensitive to small changes in luminosity when the luminosity is 
within 10% of LE. This sensitivity, and the unavoidable time lag between changes 
in the inward mass flux and the corresponding changes in the luminosity, suggest 
that the radial flow will oscillate. In particular, small changes in the luminosity will 
cause relatively large changes in the inward flow velocity, and hence in the optical 
depth. 
In this work we investigate the proposed model of NBOs by simulating the 
radial flow region using a spherically symmetric, one-dimensional, time-dependent 
radiation hydrodynamics code. We are interested primarily in the response of the 
flow to pertubations in luminosity or mass accretion rate. We describe the model 
and the computational code in detail, and show several time-independent flow so-
lutions in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we describe the time-dependent behavior of 
the flow solutions and discuss the implications of the results for the proposed NBO 
model. 
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In this chapter we report the results of an investigation of the structure of 
steady, near-critical, radial accretion flows onto neutron stars. This investigation 
was motivated by the unified model of the Z sources and, in particular, by the 
normal branch oscillation mechanism suggested by this model. It was carried out 
using a time-dependent newtonian radiation hydrocode. We first discuss the radial 
flow component of the unified model, then describe our numerical methods, and 
finally summarize the results of our simulations of steady radial accretion. These 
results are useful both in understanding the stucture of hear-critical radial flows 
and in checking the accuracy of our radiation hydrocode. In Chapter 3 we study 
the time-dependent response of these steady flows when they are disturbed, and 
discuss the implications of this response for the proposed model of NBOs. 
Our simulations show that radial flows become overstable when the luminosity 
rises to within I"V 10% of LE. When the distributed nature of the actual radiation 
source and general relativistic corrections are taken into account, we expect that 
this overstability will set in at somewhat lower luminosities. The frequencies of 
oscillations in the flow are I"V5-10 Hz, comparable to the observed frequencies of 
normal branch oscilla:tions. The variation in optical depth is substantial, whereas 
the variation in luminosity is small. A preliminary account of this work has been pre-
sented previously (Fortner, Lamb, & Miller 1989). Time-independent near-critical 
radial accretion by neutron stars has been studied in the Newtonian approximation 
by Miller (1990) and in general relativity by Park & Miller (1991), as part of the 
program to explore the unified model of the Z sources. We use the results of these 
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time-independent studies to validate the radiation hydrocode used in the present 
work and to assess the likely consequences of general relativistic effects. 
Previous studies of time-dependent, radial accretion by neutron stars (Burger & 
Katz 1983; Klein et al. 1980) have demonstrated the importance of radiation forces 
in determinining the structure of radial flows. However, these studies considered 
only very dense, highly supercritical (M »ME) accretion flows, assumed that all 
the mass flux was in the radial flow, and followed the time development of the flow 
only for very short times. Thus, the results of these earlier studies cannot be used 
to assess the normal branch oscillation mechanism considered here. In contrast, the 
radiation hydrocode we have developed allows us to explore the effects on the radial 
flow of luminosity generated by mass flux through a disk as well as the mass flux 
in the radial flow itself, and to follow the radial flow for many infall times. 
In §2.2 we develop the theoretical background of the present work by summa-
rizing the unified model of the Z sources, introducing the parameters that specify 
the accretion flow being considered, discussing the effects of the radiation forces 
acting on the gas in the inner disk corona and the radial flow, and sketching the 
general structure of time-independent, near- critical radial flows. In §2.3 we describe 
the simplified radial flow that we simulate numerically, introduce the gas dynamical 
and radiative transfer equations that we use, and discuss the appropriate boundary 
conditions. We describe our numerical method in §2.4, including our method of 
solving the gas dynamical and radiative transfer equations and our implementation 
of the boundary conditions. In §2.5 we present results from several of our simula-
tions of steady, near-critical radial flows and discuss the dependence of such flows 
on the radial and total mass fluxes. 
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2.2. Theoretical background 
In this section we describe the physical model used in this work, discuss the 
development of radial inflow through radiation drag, and elaborate on this effect 
with discussions on the size of the radial flow, the maximum accretion rate, and the 
structure of the radial flow region. 
2.2.1. Unified model 
We adopt the following physical picture of the Z sources (see Lamb [1989b,c, 
1991) for a more complete description of the unified model). Gas supplied by a 
binary companion star is accreted by a neutron star that has a relatively weak 
(B f'V 108-109gauss) magnetic field. Most of the gas flows toward the neutron 
star magnetosphere through a Keplerian accretion disk, which is disrupted by the 
magnetic field of the neutron star at two or three stellar radii. The X-ray emission of 
the neutron star is powered primarily by release of the gravitational binding energy 
of the gas as it falls into the deep gravitational potential well of the star. 
When the luminosity of the inner disk and neutron star is close to LE, the out-
ward momentum of the escaping radiation drives some gas out of the disk, creating 
an inner disk corona. The outer radius of this corona is expected to be f'V 108 em 
(f'V100 stellar radii). The angular velocity of the gas orbiting in the inner disk 
corona at radius r is substantially less than (GM/r3 ) 112 , where M is the mass of 
the neutron star, due to the outward force of the radiation from the inner disk and 
neutron star. Radiation drag causes gas near the neutron star to lose its azimuthal 
and vertical momentum in less than one orbit, so that it falls approximately radi-
ally toward the star. As a result, the gas rising into the inner disk corona within a 
radius rradial f'V 107 em quickly begins to flow radially inward, as discussed further 
in §2.3. If the mass flux from the inner disk into the corona is sufficiently large, the 
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mass flux in the radial flow that develops is proportional to the total luminosity 
and hence is approximately constant for luminosities near LE. The radial flow ends 
in a denser, more compact central corona of radius rc rv 3 x 106 em that surrounds 
the small magnetosphere of the neutron star. Figure 1.6 shows an overview of the 
accretion flow pattern. 
Several lines of evidence point to the existence of both a compact central corona 
with an electron scattering optical depth ;(; 5 and a more extensive inner disk corona 
and radial flow with a scattering optical depth that increases to rv10 as the luminos-
ity approaches LE (see Lamb 1989a,b, 1992). For example, periodic X-ray intensity 
oscillations like those observed in the high-mass X-ray binary systems, which are 
thought to be produced by X-ray beams rotating with the spin frequency of the 
neutron star, have not been detected so far in the Z sources. This is thought to 
be due at least in part to scattering of the beams by a relatively dense, hot central 
corona (Lamb et al. 1985; Brainerd and Lamb 1987; Lamb 1988a, 1989a,b,c). Com-
parison of recent spectral models with observations (Lamb 1988b, 1989b,c; Miller 
1988; Ponman, Foster, & Ross 1990) strongly suggests that the X-ray spectrum 
of the central corona is moderately degraded by Comptonization in an inner disk 
corona and radial flow when the luminosity is within rv 10% of LE. The variation 
of the X-ray spectrum during the normal branch intensity oscillations also strongly 
suggests the presence of a Comptonizing flow with an optical depth rv 10 (Miller & 
Lamb 1991). Thus the inner disk corona, radial flow, and compact central corona 
assumed in the present work is consistent with observation. 
When the luminosity of the source is close to LE, the structure of the radial 
inflow from the inner disk corona is extremely sensitive to changes in the luminosity 
of the central source or in the mass flux in the radial flow. This extreme sensitivity, 
and the unavoidable time lag between changes in the inward mass flux from the 
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inner disk corona and the changes in luminosity that they cause, suggests that the 
radial flow will oscillate when the luminosity is sufficiently close to LE (Lamb 1988b, 
1989b,c). Estimates of the expected oscillation frequency of the flow (Lamb 1992) 
and detailed numerical calculations of the amplitude and phase of the resulting X-
ray intensity oscillations as functions of photon energy (Miller & Lamb 1991) are 
both consistent with the observed properties of the normal branch oscillations. The 
work reported here has been carried out to determine more precisely the structure 
and stability properties of the radial inflow. Preliminary work has established that 
the radial flow does indeed become overstable when the luminosity approaches LE 
(Fortner, Lamb, & Miller 1989). In this work we undertake a more systematic study, 
to identify the instability mechanism more clearly and to calculate the size of the 
oscillations in optical depth and luminosity. These last results will be reported on 
in Chapter 3. 
2.2.2. Specifying an accretion flow 
In the present work, the mass flux far from the star is usually held constant 
in time. A particular accretion flow can then be specified in part by stipulating 
the mass flux Md through the inner region of the Keplerian accretion disk and the 
mass flux Mr in the radial inflow from the inner disk corona. Alternatively, one 
may stipulate the radial mass flux Mr and the total mass flux 
(2.1) 
onto the neutron star. Because the total luminosity plays an important role in de-
termining the properties of the flow, we will generally use the latter two parameters. 
As shown below in §2.2.3, radiation forces strongly affect the motion of gas in 
the inner disk corona when the luminosity of the star is near the Eddington critical 
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luminosity 
L _ 41rcGM(mi + Zme) ,..... 1 44 1038 ( M ) -1 E - z ,..... . x M ergs s , 
UT 0 
{2.2) 
Here mi and me are the ion and electron masses respectively, c is the speed of light, 
UT is the Thomson scattering cross section, and Z is the number of electrons per 
ion. In the last expression on the right of equation 2.2 we have assumed that the 
gas has the cosmic elemental abundance (Allen 1973). 
Because we are interested in accretion flows that produce luminosities near LE, 
it will be useful to have, in advance of a simulation, some idea of the luminosity that 
a given mass flux will produce. We can write the total luminosity in a stationary 
frame at infinity as the sum of the luminosities produced by the disk and radial 
mass fluxes, that is, 
{2.3) 
In the present work we are less interested in the disk flow than the radial flow. We 
therefore assume that the mass flux through the inner disk is unaffected by changes 
in the radial flow, is constant in time, and produces a luminosity 
{2.4) 
where q, is the dimensionless potential energy of matter at the surface of the neutron 
star (see Lamb 1989a). Expression 2.4 is an accurate approximation to the actual 
luminosity produced by the mass flux through the disk, as seen in a stationary 
frame at infinity in the Newtonian approximation, if mass enters the disk far from 
the neutron star with negligible kinetic and thermal energy and if the mass flux 
through the disk is independent of radius. The first two conditions are expected to 
be well-satisfied; the last one is uncertain. 
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The luminosity produced by the mass flux in the radial flow, as seen in a 
stationary frame at infinity in the Newtonian approximation, would be accurately 
given by Lr = q> Mrc2 , if the radial flow were time-independent and began far from 
the neutron star with negligible kinetic and thermal energy. For the X-ray emission 
spectra and radial flows considered here, the kinetic and thermal energy of the 
accreting gas at the outer edge of the radial flow are always negligible. However, we 
are interested in radial flows that are time-dependent. Moreover, for flows that are 
sufficiently close to critical, the gravitational potential energy of the gas at the outer 
edge of the radial flow cannot be neglected. As a result, the luminosity produced 
by the radial flow usually is not accurately given by Lr = 4>Mrc2 • Nevertheless, for 
calculations in which the mass accretion rate at the outer boundary of the flow is 
held constant, it is convenient to introduce the reference luminosity 
(2.5) 
Although Lo is not the actual luminosity of the system, it is close to the actual 
luminosity, can be specified in advance of the simulation, and is therefore convenient 
to use in characterizing the accretion flow. 
In the present work, we assume that the neutron star is composed of cold 
degenerate matter and neglect energy released in nuclear reactions within the star. 
The potential energy of matter added to the star is then simply the gravitational 
potential energy at the stellar surface. Thus, in the Newtonian approximation 
(2.6) 
where M and Rare the mass and radius of the neutron star. The effects of gen-
eral relativistic corrections to the gravitational potential and the luminosity are 
discussed in §2.5. 
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Having introduced the reference luminosity (2.5), we can specify the mass fluxes 




ME= ~c2 (2.8) 
is the mass flux that produces a reference luminosity equal to the critical luminosity 
LE. The relative difference between the total mass flux and the Eddington mass 
flux ME is given by the dimensionless parameter 
f = 1 - (!) = 1 - J.ld - J.Lr • (2.9) 
The quantity f is also the relative difference between the reference luminosity Lo 
and the critical luminosity LE. Thus, to the extent that the total luminosity L in a 
stationary frame at infinity is Lo, one has L ~ (1- f)LE. As explained below, the 
radial flow contributes at most 2Q-30% of the total mass flux, and hence we expect 
J.Lr ~ 0.2-Q.3 and J.Ld ~ 0. 7-Q.8 when the flow is near-critical. 
2.2.3. Development of radial flow 
Both the radius at which the approximately radial inflow from the inner disk 
corona develops and the maximum mass flux in this radial flow can be estimated by 
considering the interaction of the escaping radiation with the plasma in the inner 
disk corona (see also Lamb 1992). 
Consider the radiation force on an electron in plasma moving with velocity v 
through the ambient radiation field. In a local cartesian coordinate system, the ith 
component of the force is 
(2.10) 
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where F co is the flux measured by a comoving observer. In the second expression, 
F co has been rewritten in terms ofF, the energy flux of the radiation, the radiation 
energy density U, and the radiation pressure tensor P, all measured in the station-
ary frame. In writing the last term inside the parentheses, we have used the usual 
summation convention. The two terms in the force expression (2.10) that are pro-
portional to v are often referred to as the Poynting-Robertson drag (see Blumenthal 
1974). 
The electrons and ions move together, even if the collisional interaction between 
them is weak, since any differential motion will produce an electric or magnetic field 
that will tightly couple them. Thus, the radiation force on the electrons may be 
treated as acting on both the electrons and the ions. 
In analyzing the development of radial inflow from the inner disk corona, we 
assume that most of the radiation passing through the inner disk corona comes from 
a much smaller compact central corona around the neutron star and that the flow of 
radiation through the inner disk corona is approximately radial (F¢ ~ Fo ~ 0). We 
also assume that the flow is azimuthally symmetric, so that partial derivatives of 
flow variables with respect to</> vanish. Then, using equation (2.10) and neglecting 
gas pressure forces (see §2.5), the radial component of the gas momentum equation 
may be written 
(2.11) 
where 
Leo= L- 47rr2 Vr (Prr + U) (2.12) 
is the luminosity in the frame comoving with the gas. The azimuthal component of 
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the gas momentum equation is 
Now consider the effect of the radiation on the radial and azimuthal motion of gas 
in the inner disk corona. 
2.2.3.1. Outer radius of radial flow 
Optically thin inner disk corona.-Suppose first that the optical depth of the 
inner disk corona is small. Then the radiation should be radially streaming there, 
so that U ~ Prr ~ Fr/c, and Pr<P ~Pro~ P<P<P ~ P<Pr ~ P<PO ~ 0. 
Consider for the moment purely radial, time-independent motion. The radial 
component of the gas momentum equation then simplifies to 
Vr OVr = _ ( 1 - Leo) GM . 
or LE r2 
(2.14) 
Far from the neutron star, where the radial velocity of the gas is much less than 
c, Leo ~ L, and 1 -Leo/ LE ~ €. Equation (2.14) shows that in this region, the 
inward radial velocity -Vr of gas falling freely toward the neutron star through the 
radiation field asymptotically approaches the modified free-fall velocity 
Vmff = C'~M) 1/2 • (2.15) 
Now consider purely azimuthal motion. Equation (2.11) shows that gas orbiting 
the neutron star at large radii has an azimuthal velocity V<f> comparable to the 
modified Keplerian velocity 
VmK = ( <~M) 1/2 • (2.16) 
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Thus, the characteristic time for azimuthal motion is 
27rr ( r3 ) 1/2 
tt/J = lvt~JI = 27r f.GM (2.17) 
Closer to the neutron star, where the gas velocity is larger, radiation drag 
becomes important. Equation (2.13) shows that radiation drag causes the azimuthal 
velocity of the gas to vanish in a time 
(2.18) 
Assuming that the mass flux from the disk into the inner disk corona is not too 
large (see below), approximately radial flow toward the neutron star develops at the 
radius in the inner disk corona where radiation drag halts the azimuthal motion of 
the gas in a time comparable to the orbital period. Equating the timescales (2.17) 
and (2.18) and solving for r, one obtains the estimate 
(2.19) 
for the radius at which the flow becomes approximately radial. Here 
GM R~ (0.05) r2=--=-::::::40 -- km, 
f.C2 f. f. 
(2.20) 
hence Tradial""' 1400 (0.05/f.) km. Here r2 is the larger of the two important radii in 
purely radial, near-critical accretion flows (see §2.4). 
Gas orbiting in the inner disk corona well outside rradial transfers little of its 
momentum to the radiation in a orbital period, and hence its motion is relatively 
unaffected by the radiation. On the other hand, gas orbiting well inside rradial 
transfers its momentum to the radiation and begins to fall inward in the gravita-
tional field of the neutron star in much less than one orbit. Thus, the flow of gas 
in the corona above the inner disk becomes approximately radial at Tradial· 
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When rradial is much larger than the radius of the compact central corona, the 
assumption that the radiation flux in the inner disk corona is approximately radial 
is self-consistent, regardless of the angular velocity of the gas in the compact central 
corona. When r radial is comparable to the radius of the compact central corona, the 
inner disk corona will still lose angular momentum to the radiation if the angular 
velocity of the gas in the compact central corona is much less than the modified 
Keplerian angular velocity. If in such a case the flow is optically thin at r radial, the 
estimate (2.19) of the radius at which the flow becomes largely radial should still 
be valid. 
Optically thick inner disk corona.-Now suppose that the electron scattering 
optical depth from the surface of the compact central corona to rradial is greater than 
unity. In this case, the exchange of momentum between the gas and the radiation 
in the inner disk corona is more complex, and the radius at which approximately 
radial inflow develops is more difficult to determine. Assuming that the angular 
velocity of the gas in the compact central corona is less than the modified Keplerian 
angular velocity at rradiah gas orbiting in the inner disk corona will be spun down, 
beginning with the gas closest to the compact central corona. This gas will flow 
radially inward, toward the compact central corona, and the region of radial inflow 
will grow outward into the inner disk corona. It is plausible that, in the final steady 
flow, the angular velocity of the gas in the inner disk corona changes from modified 
Keplerian to approximately radial within one photon mean free path, in which case 
the transition to radial flow will again be near rradiah provided that the mass flux in 
the radial flow from Tradial does not exceed the maximum radial mass flux Mr,max 
discussed below (see Lamb 1992). If the angular velocity of the gas in the compact 
central corona is greater than the modified Keplerian angular velocity at r radial, the 
gas in the inner disk corona will be spun down only out to the radius at which the 
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modified Keplerian angular velocity becomes equal to the angular velocity of the 
compact central corona, again provided that the mass flux in the radial flow from 
Tradial does not exceed Mr,ma:x· 
Regardless of whether the inner disk corona is optically thin or optically thick, 
if the mass flux from the inner disk into the corona at radii less than Tradial becomes 
larger than Mr,max, radial inflow will develop outward only to the radius Tma:x at 
which the mass flux in the radial inflow becomes equal to Mr,ma:x· Beyond this 
radius, the radiation will have removed all the angular momentum from the gas 
that it can; in fact, it will spin up any gas that it interacts with outside Tmax· 
Under these conditions, the flow may become approximately radial only well within 
2.2.3.2. Maximum radial mass flux 
The total mass flux in the radial flow generated by the radiation drag on gas 
orbiting in the inner disk corona is limited by the amount of angular momentum 
that can be carried away by the photon flux. Consider a surface bounding the 
radial accretion flow at some large distance. The photons escaping from the flow 
carry angular momentum out through this surface at a rate N'Y. If material entering 
the flow carries with it angular momentum at a rate Mr(l), where (l) is the mean 
specific angular momentum of the matter, and a substantial fraction (if not all) of 
this angular momentum must be lost to photons as the material is accreted, then 
(2.21) 
To estimate the photon torque N'Y, note that each photon escaping from the flow 
carries with it the orbital angular momentum that it had when it was last scattered. 
A photon with energy E'Y « mec? which is scattered from an electron with velocity 
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v has a mean momentum P-y ~ E-yv / c2 • In terms of the angular momentum rx v = f 
per unit mass of material at the scattering site, the average photon orbital angular 
momentum after scattering is then E-yf;c2 • If the probability that the photon 
escapes subsequent to scattering is not strongly dependent on the departure of its 
orbital angular momentum from the average, then photons escaping from a given 
part of the flow will carry with them an amount of orbital angular momentum 
f; c2 per unit energy. The specific angular momentum f at a given location in 
the azumithal flow will typically be equal to or smaller than the mean angular 
momentum (l) of material entering the flow, and so we expect that 
N-y ;5 L(l) jc. (2.22) 
We thus obtain an estimated limit 
(2.23) 
Since <P ;S 0.3 for most neutron star equations of state, we anticipate that the rate of 
mass transport in the radial flow is about a third or less of the total mass accretion 
rate. 
2.2.4. Structure of near-critical radial accretion Rows 
The solutions obtained by Miller (1990) for steady, purely radial, near-critical 
flows with negligible gas pressure will be useful in understanding and checking our 
numerical simulations of radial inflow from the inner disk corona. We therefore 
summarize the structure of these solutions. 
As Miller showed, supersonic near-critical radial flows have three characteristic 
regions: an outer region where the radial velocity approaches the modified free-fall 
velocity, a middle region where the velocity is approximately constant, and an inner 
region where the velocity decreases linearly with radius (see Figure 2.1). We briefly 
consider each of these regions in turn. 












Fig. 2.1.-Schematic velocity profile of a near-critical radial accretion flow, 
showing the outer (modified free-fall) region, which extends inward to the radius 
r2 = GMjf(?, the middle (constant velocity) region, between r2 and T1 = J.trR/€, 
and the inner (linear velocity) region, which extends from ,....., r1 to the inner 
boundary of the flow. The outer and middle regions are optically thin, whereas the 
inner region is optically thick. 
2.2.4.1. Modified free-fall region 
If the flow in the inner disk corona were radial even well outside the radius 
r2 defined in equation (2.20), it would be supersonic and optically thin to electron 
scattering in this region, for the radiation temperatures and luminosities that we 
consider. Outside r2, advection of radiation is unimportant and hence Leo ~ L. 
Thus, if gas were released from rest far from the star, the inward radial velocity 
in this region would be just the modified free-fall velocity (2.15). However, in the 
scenario we are exploring Tradial is not much larger than r2 and hence the advection 
terms in equation (2.12) (the terms proportional to vr) are significant in the region 
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where the flow is becoming approximately radial. Therefore, we do not expect an 
extended region of modified free-fall. There may, however, be an outer region where 
the radial velocity of the gas increases from a low value to a value comparable to 
the velocity Ve characteristic of the constant-velocity region. 
2.2.4.2. Constant-velocity region 
As the inward radial velocity of the gas increases, advection of radiation be-
comes increasingly important and Leo eventually approaches LE. At this point the 
net force on the gas vanishes and hence the velocity remains constant. We can 
derive an upper bound on this limiting velocity by neglecting gas pressure and as-
suming that the radial mass flux is infinitesimal. The flow is then optically thin, 
U = Prr = L / 41rr2 c, the work done on the radiation by the flow is negligible, and 
the stationary-frame luminosity is therefore independent of radius. Then equation 
(2.12) can be rewritten as 
(2.24) 
The acceleration vanishes when Leo = LE, which occurs when the radial velocity 
reaches 
f C fC 
Ve =- ~ --. 
(1- f) 2 2 
(2.25) 
The flow approaches this velocity near the radius r2, where radiation drag becomes 
important. For a flow with a finite radial mass flux, the stationary-frame luminosity 
increases with radius, rather than remaining constant, due to the work done on the 
radiation by the flow. However, if the radial mass flux is moderate (J.-Lr ;S 0.1), 
most of this work is done inside r2 and hence Ve is a fairly accurate estimate of the 
limiting radial velocity. 
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2.2.4.3. Linear-velocity region 
Inside the inner critical radius 
Jl.r ( Jl.r ) ( 0.05) k r1 = -R ~ 40 - -- m , 
€ 0.2 € 
(2.26) 
the radial flow becomes optically thick, the energy density U of the radiation exceeds 
F / c, and the growth of the advection term in equation (2.12) more than compensates 
for the decrease in the stationary-frame luminosity with decreasing radius. As a 
result, the comoving luminosity rises with decreasing radius until it exceeds the 
critical luminosity. At this point the inflow begins to slow. At small radii, the 
energy density in the radiation increases so rapidly that the comoving luminosity 
remains supercritical, even though the radial velocity is falling. Miller (1990) has 
shown that at radii r << r1, the velocity decreases linearly with radius (vr ex: r). 
2.2.4.4. Analytical solution for optically thin flows 
A useful analytical solution that describes approximately the flow in the mod-
ified free- fall and constant velocity regions can be obtained by substituting ex-
pression (2.24) for the comoving luminosity in an optically-thin flow into the radial 
momentum equation (2.14), which then becomes 
(2.27) 
This is the form of the momentum equation for negligible gas pressure and Jl.r ---+ 0. 
The solution of equation (2.27) is 
fC [ 2 (1- t:) Vr(r) + fC l 
Vr(r)- Vr(ro) + 2 (1- t:) ln 2 (1- t:) Vr(ro) + fC 
= -2 (1- t:) GM (.!.- _!_) ' 
c r ro 
(2.28) 
where vr(ro) is the radial velocity at the initial radius ro. According to this solution, 
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Fig. 2.2.-Velocity profiles for optically-thin flows with radiation drag included 
(solid curves) compared with the corresponding modified free-fall profiles (dotted 
curves), for three values of the relative difference f between the total mass flux and 
the critical mass flux. The profiles assume that the central gravitating object has 
a mass of 1.4 M 0 . and that the gas is at rest at infinity. For f = 0.3, the optically-
thin and modified free-fall velocity profiles are similar, although the solution with 
radiation drag has a lower velocity everywhere. For smaller values off, on the other 
hand, the optically-thin velocity profile is much flatter at small radii than is the 
modified free-fall profile and hence the velocity in the inner part of the flow is much 
lower. 
solution has no settling region with Vr ex: r, because settling occurs only where the 
flow is optically thick. The velocity profile (2.28) is correct at all radii in the limit 
with f fixed. For finite values of Jl.n the radius at which the profile (2.28) becomes 
inaccurate depends on Jl.r· 
Figure 2.2 compares the optically-thin velocity profile given by equation (2.28) 
with the modified free-fall velocity profile (2.15), for a 1.4 M 0 neutron star and 
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three values of f. All the flows shown start from rest at infinity. For f = 0.3, the 
shapes of the two profiles are similar, although the solution with radiation drag 
included has a lower velocity everywhere. For the smaller values of f, on the other 
hand, the optically-thin velocity profile is much flatter than the modified free-fall 
velocity profile at small r. The figure shows that there is good agreement between 
the radii at which the flow velocities reach their limiting values Ve, and the estimate 
r 2 of this radius, which is respectively 2 x 107 em and 2 x 106 em, for f = 0.01 and 
f = 0.1. 
2.2.5. Physical conditions in tbe radial flow 
The simplified model presented in the next section makes use of approximations 
that are based on an analysis of the physical conditions in the radial flow. The 
properties of the radial flow in the proposed unified model have been discussed in 
detail by Lamb (1991; see also Lamb 1989a,b). Here we simply summarize his most 
important conclusions. 
The gas in the inner disk corona and radial flow is fully ionized. The radial flow 
is effectively optically-thin at X-ray energies and hence absorption can be neglected. 
The Compton time is ;S w-6 s, while the electron-ion temperature-equilibration 
time is fV 10-5 s. Both times are much shorter than the inflow time scale r/lvrl, 
which is fV w-3 s, and the time required for the flow to cool by free-free emission, 
which is fV 5 x 10-3 s. Thus, compressional heating and bremsstrahlung cooling 
are unimportant, and the electron and ion temperatures are approximately equal 
throughout the flow. The short Compton time means that the gas temperature is 
very close to the local Compton temperature 
(2.29) 
throughout the flow. Here E is the photon energy and the angle brackets indicate an 
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average over the local photon number distribution. Tc is expected to vary slightly 
with radius, as the photon distribution function relaxes toward a Bose-Einstein dis-
tribution and scattering of the photons in the converging flow increases the average 
photon energy (Lamb 1988b, 1989a,b, 1991; Miller 1988; Miller & Lamb 1992). 
The Compton temperatures calculated from observed spectra are ....... 1 keV, although 
strong interstellar absorption makes the spectra of most Z sources uncertain at en-
ergies below 1 ke V. The luminosity required to maintain the gas in the radial flow 
at the local Compton temperature is a negligible fraction of the total luminosity. 
For gas temperatures ....... 1 ke V, the radial flow is at least mildly supersonic 
everywhere between the inner disk corona and the quasi-hydrostatic compact central 
corona. When the luminosity of the central corona is near the critical luminosity, 
radiation drag is important and the density and velocity profiles in the flow are very 
insensitive to the temperature and pressure (see below and Park & Miller 1991). 
Therefore, only an estimate of the pressure is needed to calculate accurately the 
velocity and density structure of the radial flow. 
Photons from the inner disk and compact central corona escape from the radial 
flow in a time 
( ) r -3 ( 1 + Tro) ( r ) tesc ~ 1 + Tro ~ ~ 10 10 107 em S ' (2.30) 
where Tro is the electron scattering optical depth of the radial flow from radius r 
to the outer edge rout of the flow. This escape time is very short compared to 
the radial inflow time, for the flows that we consider, and hence photons are never 
trapped in the radial flow. Instead, the radiation field adjusts almost instantly to 
the structure of the flow. 
We do not expect heat transport by non-axisymmetric gas dynamical modes, 
such as convection, to be important for the optical depths T ro ....... 5-20 considered 
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here, because the radial flow is supersonic and approximately isothermal, the time 
required for radiation to cross a wavelength A"' r is much shorter than the dynam-
ical time, and the photon mean free path is relatively long("' r). For luminosities 
higher than we consider in this work, nonradial, photohydrodynamic modes may be 
important (Lamb 1989b, 1991; Fortner, Lamb, and Miller 1989). 
2.3. Simplified model 
2.3.1. Assumptions and approximations 
The accretion flow described in §2.2 is complex, and has at least four distinct 
components: an optically-thick, geometrically-thin Keplerian disk flow, which ends 
where the stress produced by the stellar magnetic field becomes sufficiently large 
to end the Keplerian flow; an inner disk corona, consisting of hot gas lofted above 
the inner disk by radiation pressure; an approximately radial flow from the inner 
disk corona to a compact central corona, produced by radiation drag acting on 
gas orbiting in the inner disk corona; and a relatively hot, compact central corona 
around the neutron star and its small magnetosphere, fed by the disk and radial 
flows. In the present work, we wish to investigate the structure and stability of the 
radial flow from the inner disk corona to the compact central corona. We therefore 
simulate only this flow. 
The goal of our work, described here and in Chapter 3, was to find whether 
numerical simulations would reveal the oscillatory behavior we had conjectured 
would occur in near-critical flows. We believe that these simulations have given us 
a general understanding of the flows, their oscillatory modes, and their stability. 
To make the problem tractable, we have idealized our model of the coronal inflow 
in several important ways. Several of the idealizations were virtually unavoidable 
and readily justified on that basis. For example, it seemed inappropriate to do 
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a two- or three-dimensional simulation, both because this calculation represents a 
first step in understanding these flows, and because of our sensitivity to numerical 
errors, which would necessarily be greater in higher dimensional codes. Since we 
know little or nothing about accretion disks bearing near-critical mass fluxes, it 
did not seem appropriate to introduce refinements by attempting to guess how the 
disk injects material entering the coronal inflow. We therefore chose to introduce 
all of the material into the radial flow at a given outer radius, and all of the disk 
luminosity at a given inner radius. 
In addition, we assume that the radial flow is spherically symmetric, neglect 
any gas dynamical interaction of the radial flow with the disk flow, and treat the 
luminosity of the disk as coming entirely from within the compact central corona. 
We specify the mass flux in the radial flow on an outer spherical surface of radius 
rout, which we associate with the transition to approximately radial motion in the 
inner disk corona, and specify the outward radiation flux on an inner spherical 
surface of radius rio, which we associate with the surface of the compact central 
corona. The radiant energy flux leaving the inner surface is calculated from the 
luminosity of the central corona, which is assumed to be the sum of the accretion 
luminosity produced by the disk flow and the luminosity produced by conversion, 
within the central corona, of the kinetic and gravitational binding energy of the 
radial flow to radiant energy. For simplicity, we neglect general relativistic effects, 
even though they can have a significant effect on the flow for luminosities close to 
the Eddington critical luminosity (Park & Miller 1991); their expected effect on the 
structure of the radial flows calculated here are discussed in §2.5. 
In addition to these simplifying assumptions, we make several approximations 
that are justified by the calculated properties of the radial flow (see §2.2). We treat 
the gas as ideal, and neglect convection. We assume the only important interaction 
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between the radiation and the gas is Compton scattering. The flow of energy 
between the radiation and the gas caused by emission and absorption of radiation 
is very slow and is therefore neglected. We include Compton heating and cooling of 
the gas, since gas pressure gradients have a small but finite effect on the structure of 
the flow, but neglect the corresponding changes in the energy of the radiation, since 
these changes are very small compared to the work done on the radiation by the 
bulk motion of the gas. We include all effects of order vIc in both the gas dynamical 
and radiative transfer equations, since these effects strongly influence the structure 
and stability of the flow, but neglect effects of higher order in vIc, since these effects 
are small and in any case are less important than the general relativistic effects we 
have neglected. Finally, we calculate the radiation field at each time step using the 
time-independent radiative transfer equations, since the time required for photons 
to escape from the flow is always and everywhere much smaller than the flow time 
scale. 
2.3.2. Gas dynamical equations 
We adopt a Lagrangian coordinate system. The radial velocity of the gas is 
then Vr = or I 8t and the equation of continuity may be written 
(2.31) 
where p is the mass density and m is the Lagrangian mass coordinate. 
In Lagrangian coordinates, the momentum conservation equation is 
(2.32) 
where P;,,Pe are the ion and electron gas pressures, Q;,,Qe are the ion and electron 
gas viscosities, and Leo is the luminosity in the frame comoving with the gas (see 
eq. [2.12]). 
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The energy conservation equations may be written 
{)~i = _ ( 'Ypi + (;- l)Qi) ~ + ('Y _ l)Aie , 
8~e =- ( 'YPe + (; -l)Qe) ~ + ('Y- 1)(Aie + Ac) ' 
where 'Y is the ratio of specific heats (here always set equal to 5/3), 





is the rate that electons lose their energy to ions. In this equation, ln ll is the 
Coulomb logarithm, and the ion and election temperatures Ti and Teare related to 
the gas pressures Pi and Pe by the equations of state, 
kBTi = (mi + Zme)Pi ' 
p 
k T. 
_ (mi + Zme)Pe 
B e- Zp · 
2.3.3. Radiative transfer equations 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
It is convenient to write the radiative transfer equations in terms of the en-
ergy flux F = L/47rr2 in a stationary frame and the flux Fco = Lco/47rr2 ~ 
F- vr(U + Prr) in the comoving frame. To calculate F, U, and Prr, we solve 
the time-independent equations for the first and second moments (momentum and 
energy) of the radiation field (see Castor 1972). 
The radiation momentum equation may be written (see Park 1988) 
!_P. _ U- 3Prr Fco 
{)r rr- r - Xco-;;- , (2.39) 
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while the radiation energy equation can be cast in the form 
1 {) ( 2 ) Vr 2-
8 
r F = --XcoFco. 




Xco = ( ) mi+Zme 
(2.41) 
Equation (2.40) takes into account the work done on the radiation by the flow, 
which can make a significant contribution to the luminosity of the source when the 
luminosity is near LE; when it does, the luminosity L increases with radius. Equa-
tion (2.40) neglects the effects of Compton heating and cooling on the radiation, 
which are negligible for the reasons discussed above. 
We close the moment expansion by relating Prr to U via a variable Eddington 
factor 
J = Prr,co/Uco · (2.42) 
The Eddington factor interpolates between the ratio Prr,co/Uco that is appropriate in 
optically-thin regions of the flow, where the radiation is streaming radially outward 
(Prr = U = Ffc), and the ratio that is appropriate in optically-thick regions, where 
the radiation field is almost isotropic (Prr = U /3 and U » F /c). In equation (2.42), 
VrF 
Prr co~ Prr- 2--, c c (2.43) 




is the energy density of the radiation in the comoving frame. 
(2.44) 
Throughout most of the present work, we use the variable Eddington factor 
(Tamazawa et al. 1975) 
!( ) 
_ 1 + 'rro 
'rro ----




Tout 1Tout C R dr' 
Tro = r Xco(r')dr' = Jl.r r lvr{r')l {r')2 {2.46) 
is the electron scattering optical depth from radius r to the outer edge of the radial 
flow. The expression on the right is only valid for steady flows. We have also carried 
out several simulations using the expression 
{2.47) 
suggested by Hummer and Rybicki {1971), in order to explore the effect of the 
detailed form of j(Tro) on the structure of the flow. Both expressions for j(Tro) 
have the correct limiting behavior, namely, f--+ 1 in the optically-thin outer region 
of the flow and f --+ 1/3 in the optically thick inner region. 
2.3.4. Boundary conditions 
At the radius rout(~ rradial ~ 3 X 107 em) of the outer boundary of the simula-
tion, we assume that the moments of the radiation field satisfy Prr = U = F /c. This 
outer boundary condition is appropriate if the radiation is, as expected, streaming 
radially outward from a surface of last scattering deep in the interior of the radial 
flow. Given our lack of knowledge of the detailed structure of the inner disk corona 
and the transition to radial inflow, the appropriate choices for the density and radial 
velocity of the gas at the outer boundary are uncertain. Fortunately, the structure 
and temporal properties of the radial flow are insensitive to these choices, as long 
as the radial velocity is inward and greater than the local isothermal sound speed. 
In the simulations we report her_e, we have assigned the gas at the outer boundary 
an inward radial velocity slightly greater than the isothermal sound speed and a 
density consistent with the desired radial mass flux Mr. We set the temperature of 
the gas at rout equal to the Compton temperature Tc of the radiation field. 
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At the radius Tin ( ~ T c ~ 2R) of the inner boundary of the simulation, we model 
the effects of the luminosity produced by the mass flux through the inner disk and 
the central corona by writing the outward flow of radiant energy in the fixed frame 




is the constant luminosity of the inner disk and central corona produced by the 
mass flux Md through the inner disk while 
(2.50) 
is the variable luminosity of the central corona produced by the time-dependent 
mass flux Mr(Tin, t) in the radial flow. The model (2.50) for Lr(Tin, t) assumes that 
the kinetic energy of the radial flow at the radius Tin of the inner boundary and the 
difference in the gravitational potential energy of the flow between Tin and the radius 
R of the neutron star surface is converted to radiation within the compact central 
corona. We neglect the enthalpy of the accreting gas, which is negligible compared 
to the other terms. For time-independent radial flows, equations (2.48)-(2.50) give 
a total inner boundary luminosity 
(2.51) 
2.4. Method of solution 
We are interested not only in the properties of steady radial flows, which is the 
subject of this chapter, but also the structure and temporal properties of unsteady 
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flows, which is the subject of Chapter 3. We therefore adopted a computational 
method that can be used to study time-dependent as well as time-independent 
flows. Both types of flows were simulated by solving numerically the coupled, time-
dependent gas dynamical and radiative transfer equations, subject to boundary 
conditions at Tin and Tout· 
2.4.1. Solution of the gas dynamical equations 
We solved the gas dynamical equations (2.31)-(2.38) using a one-dimensional, 
time-dependent, finite-difference Lagrangian hydrocode. The equations were spa-
tially differenced on a mesh consisting of J spherical shells, each containing the same 
mass. We defined the variables T, Vn Tr0 , j, F, Pm and U at the shell boundaries 
and the variables P, p, and Q at the shell centers. This staggered differencing im-
proves the accuracy of the spatial difference equations; for example, the pressure 
gradient term in the radial momentum equation (2.32) is automatically centered in 
space. 
The differencing of the gas dynamical equations was explicit in time, that is, 
only current values of the fluid variables were used in calculating future values. All 
fluid variables except the velocity were evaluated at the same time; the velocity 
was evaluated one-half timestep later. To advance the flow through one timestep, 
the positions of the shell boundaries were computed at the new time step using the 
velocity field from one-half timestep earlier. The values of the other fluid variables, 
such as the pressure and density, were then updated using the new positions of 
the shell boundaries. Next, the equations describing the transport of radiation 
through the updated flow were solved as described below. The acceleration of the 
flow at the new timestep was then calculated using the velocity of the flow from 
one-half timestep earlier together with the gas pressure, gas density, luminosity, and 
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shell boundaries evaluated at the new timestep. Finally, the velocity field one-half 
timestep after the new timestep was computed using the acceleration at the new 
timestep. The procedure was then repeated. We required that each time step be less 
than the Courant time and that the fractional change in the density, temperature, 
or pressure in each time step be less than 0.005. 
To spread discontinuities over several shells, we replaced the true viscosity by 
the much larger artificial viscosity 
. _ _ { ~p~v~ , if ~Vr < 0 } 
Q,- Qe-
0 , if ~Vr ~ 0 
(2.52) 
where ~Vr is the difference in the radial velocity between adjacent shells. This form 
is the standard Richtmyer-Morton prescription. Here we assume that the ratio of 
electron to ion artificial viscosities is one (see Shapiro & Salpeter 1975), although 
Klein et al. (1980) assumes a ratio of zero. This artificial viscosity ratio directly 
effects the ratio of electron to ion temperatures immediately after a shock. However, 
none of our steady state solutions involve shocks. Nevertheless, numerous runs with 
different viscosity ratios were attempted, with no dynamical difference between the 
results. 
In the absence of shocks the ion-electron equilibration timescale is much shorter 
than the dynamical timescale, although it is still somewhat longer than the Compton 
timescale. However, in this model the radiation field changes only on a dynamical 
timescale. One would therefore expect no separation in the ion and electron tem-
peratures, and this is in fact what was observed in numerous test runs. We therefore 
chose to set the ion and electron temperatures equal in our production runs. 
In the present simplified model, photons enter the flow at the inner boundary 
and escape from the flow at the outer boundary. As the photons diffuse outward 
through the flow, the photon distribution function changes in a way that depends 
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on the initial distribution function and the structure of the flow (see Miller & 
Lamb 1992). As a result, the Compton temperature (2.29) varies with radius. 
Since the temperature of the gas is held close to the Compton temperature by 
Compton heating and cooling, the gas temperature also varies with radius. In 
order to explore the effect of this variation on the structure of the flow, simulations 
were carried out assuming a uniform Compton temperature and assuming various 
moderate variations of the Compton temperature with radius. The results of these 
simulations were almost identical, as one would expect, since near-critical flows are 
highly insensitive to gradients in the gas pressure (see §2.5). This insensitivity is 
because the thermal content of the gas is negligible in this problem. Therefore, for 
economy we chose to use a constant Compton temperature in our production runs. 
The Compton cooling produced by expression (2.35) is so rapid that even very 
strong shock waves are almost isothermal. As a result, the density can increase by a 
factor "'103 at shock fronts. Such large density contrasts are difficult to follow with 
an explicit Lagrangian hydrocode, because the shells in the high-density region are 
so narrow that the Courant time is very small. Since shock waves appear in the flow 
only during the initialization period, when the flow is relaxing from the approximate 
structure specified at t = 0 to the true steady-state structure, we arbitrarily reduced 
the Compton cooling rate to 5% of its actual physical value. This lowered the density 
immediately behind the transient shock waves that develop during the initialization 
period, allowing us to take much larger time steps during this period. The larger 
time steps significantly reduced the computational effort required for each run. 
Tests showed that decreasing the Compton cooling rate by a factor of 20 does not 
significantly affect the structure of the steady flow solutions found. Again, this is 
to be expected, since the gas pressure is dynamically unimportant in this problem 
as discussed in §2.5. 
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2.4.2. Solution of the radiative transfer equations 
We solved the time-independent radiative transfer equations (2.39)-(2.46) by 
first guessing the luminosity L(rout) at the outer boundary of the flow and then 
integrating equations (2.39) and (2.40) inward, using the guessed value of L(rout) 
as the starting value. The luminosity at the inner boundary that resulted from this 
calculation was then compared with the luminosity at the inner boundary calculated 
from condition (2.51). If the two luminosities were different, the luminosity profile 
was scaled to bring them into agreement. The radiation energy density and radiation 
stress profiles were then scaled by the same factor. Since the transfer equations are 
linear, this procedure gives a solution that satisfies the boundary condition (2.47). 
2.4.3. Implementation of boundary conditions 
Since the computational grid moves with the accreting gas, shells must be 
continually added at the outer boundary of the flow in order to model continuing 
accretion. In order to simulate a constant inward mass flux in the radial flow, shells 
were added at the outer boundary at a constant rate. As shells are added at the 
outer boundary and the structure of the flow evolves in time, the radius of the outer 
boundary may increase or decrease. In order to prevent the total number of shells 
in the simulation from becoming unmanageably large, shells were removed when 
they reached the inner boundary, at the fixed radius Tin· This rezoning enabled us 
to continue the simulation for many infall times with a moderate expenditure of 
CPU time. In some simulations, the number of shells varied from as few as "'100 to 
as many as "'1000. Usually, however, the number of shells in a simulation remained 
in the range 4Q0-800. 
The luminosity at the inner boundary at a given time step was taken to be the 
sum of the luminosity produced by the (constant) mass flux through the disk (see 
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eq. [2.48]) and the luminosity at the inner boundary produced by the radial flow 
at that timestep. The latter luminosity was calculated as follows. First, the energy 
in the central source at the current timestep was computed by subtracting the 
energy l:l.Erad = Lr(Tin' ti-l) ·!:it, where Lr(Tin, ti-l) is the luminosity at the inner 
boundary produced by the radial flow at the previous timestep and !:it= ti- ti-l 
is the difference in time between the previous timestep and the current timestep. 
Whenever the inner edge of a shell crossed the inner boundary of the flow at Tin 
between one timestep and the next, the shell was removed from the simulation and 
the energy (compare eq. [2.49]) 
(2.53) 
was added to the energy in the central source. In evaluating the integral (2.53), 
the density in each shell is assumed to be uniform whereas the velocity is assumed 
to vary linearly between the velocities of the inner edge of the shell at To and the 
outer edge of the shell at T1; the latter may exceed Tin. 
The luminosity L(Tin, ti) at the inner boundary produced by the radial flow 
was calculated by dividing the energy in the central source by a time constant 
tin. This constant was chosen to be much shorter than the dynamical timescale, 
but much longer than a shell crossing time. Other methods for calculating the 
inner boundary luminosity were tested, such as taking the average of the last N 
instantaneous luminosities. These instantaneous luminosities were calculated by 
dividing l:l.Eflow by the time since the last zone crossing. 
With either scheme the averaging time at the inner boundary had to be long 
enough such that a single zone crossing would not have a large effect on the lumi-
nosity, but short enough so as not to damp the oscillations described in Chapter 3. 
As long as the relaxation time was chosen to be between the dynamical timescale 
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and the shell crossing time, the features of the flow were independent of the method 
used or of the exact value of the relaxation time. Therefore, for all production runs, 
tin= .005 was used, which is much shorter than any infall time (see Table 2.3), but 
at least 10 times longer than the shortest zone crossing time. 
2.4.4. Initialization and relaxation 
Each simulation was started by first initializing the fluid variables. Two ap-
proaches were used to initialize the velocity array. In the first approach, the velocity 
was set equal to the modified free-fall velocity (2.15) everywhere. In the second ap-
proach, the initial velocity profile was determined by solving the time-independent 
gas dynamical and radiative transfer equations. Both approaches gave the same 
results, although the time required for the flow to settle to a steady state was much 
shorter when the second approach was used (see below). Once the velocity profile 
was determined, the density was computed from the velocity field, by assuming that 
the radial accretion rate Mr is independent of radius. Next, the pressure array was 
initialized by setting the gas temperature equal to the Compton temperature. 
Since the modified free-fall velocity profile differs dramatically from the velocity 
profile of the time-independent flow solutions, when the first initialization approach 
was used it was necessary to allow the structure of the flow to relax before be-
ginning full time-dependent simulations. We also wanted to be able to follow the 
development of unstable flows and the possible growth of instabilities triggered by 
finite-amplitude perturbations of the flow. Therefore, after starting each simulation 
we decoupled the radiation field from the flow for a certain preset time, in order to al-
low the structure of the flow to relax before starting the full radiation-hydrodynamic 
simulation. During this initial relaxation time, the fixed-frame luminosity L(rout, t) 
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at the outer boundary of the flow was set equal to 
_ [ (v~(rout) R ) l 
Lsteady(rout) = 1- € + 2q,c2 - rout Jl.r • LE ' (2.54) 
the value it would have if the flow were time-independent and the thermal energy 
content of the gas at rout could be neglected (the latter is always an excellent ap-
proximation under the conditions we consider). This removes all coupling between 
the structure of the flow and the luminosity at the outer boundary. During the re-
laxation period, the radiation field within the flow was computed by integrating the 
radiative transfer equations inward from the outer boundary, using the luminosity 
(2.54) at the outer boundary. However, the luminosity profile was not rescaled to 
bring the luminosity at the inner boundary into accord with the value given by the 
procedure described in §2.4.3. Thus, the energy generated in the central source by 
the radial flow was not allowed to affect the structure of the flow or the luminosity 
at the outer boundary. 
This procedure suppresses flow oscillations and instabilities, allowing the flow 
to relax to a steady state. Once the flow has relaxed to its steady-state structure, the 
luminosities at the inner and outer boundaries are in accord. The flow and radiation 
are then coupled, the luminosity at the outer boundary is calculated consistently 
from the gas flow following the procedure described in §2.4.3, and the full, time-
dependent simulation begins. When the initial velocity was set equal to the modified 
free-fall velocity, the flow was allowed to relax for at least five inflow times before the 
radiation and the flow were coupled. If the velocity and density profiles remained 
steady for at least two inflow times following the coupling of the radiation and the 
flow, we assumed that a time-independent solution had been found. The simulations 
were performed on a CRAY X-MP/48. 
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2.4.5. Code validation 
The radiation hydrocode was validated in several ways. First, the hydrody-
namic portion of the code correctly reproduced analytical solutions for gas in hydro-
static equilibrium in a gravitational field. Second, the radiation hydrocode correctly 
reproduced the analytical solutions of Miller (1990) for optically thin radial inflow 
in the presence of a near-critical radiation flux. Finally, optically thick steady-
flow solutions found using the time-dependent radiation hydrocode were compared 
with optically thick steady-flow solutions obtained by numerically integrating the 
time-independent gas dynamical and radiative transfer equations using an adaptive 
Runge-Kutta integrator. The agreement between the time-dependent and time-
independent velocity, density, luminosity, and other profiles could be made as small 
as desired, proving that the discretization error in the time-dependent code was 
unimportant. 
2.5. Results and discussion 
2.5.1. Results 
Using the computational method described in the previous section, we con-
structed a partial grid of steady flow solutions for total mass fluxes in the range 
0.01 ~ f ~ 0.13 and radial mass fluxes in the range 0 ~ Jl.r ~ 0.50. Because 
we are primarily interested in the changes in the structure of the radial flow that 
occur when the total mass flux is very close to the critical mass flux, we discuss 
here only steady flow solutions with 0.01 ~ f ~ 0.10 and 0.05 ~ Jl.r ~ 0.40. In 
order to facilitate intercomparison of the structures of these flows, the initial radius 
Tout of the outer boundary was set equal to 3 x 107 em for most of the simulations 
described here (as explained earlier, once the simulation begins the value of Tout 
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may vary somewhat). Some runs were done with an initial rout of 6 x 107 em, to 
demonstrate the sensitivity of the results to the chosen outer r~clius. The radius Tin 
of the fixed inner boundary was 2 x 106 em for all the simulations. The accreting 
gas was assumed to have cosmic abundances and the Compton temperature of the 
radiation was set equal to 1 keV for all of the runs. As noted in §2.4.1, we equated 
the ion and electron temperatures for the results shown here. The structure of the 
radial flow is insensitive to the inward radial velocity assigned to the gas at the 
outer boundary, for inward radial velocities within a wide range. In the solutions 
presented here,-vr(rout) was set equal to 4.01 x 107 cms-1 , slightly greater than 
the isothermal sound speed, which was 4.00 x 107 cms-1. The mass M and radius 
R of the neutron star were taken to be 1.4 M0 and 106 em, respectively. The ve-
locity and density profiles of the flows and the luminosities measured in units of 
the Eddington critical luminosity depend only weakly on the neutron star mass, 
changing by only "'2% when the mass is changed by 10%. 
Figures 2.3-2.5 show the velocity, stationary-frame luminosity, and comoving-
frame luminosity profiles of four illustrative flows. Tables 2.1-2.3 list the maximum 
inward radial velocities, electron scattering optical depths, and inflow times for a 
grid of 30 near-critical flows. These figures and tables illustrate several important 
features of such flows. 
Figure 2.3 displays the radial velocity profiles of four selected flows. Three of 
the flows show the three distinct regions discussed in §2.2.4: an outer region, where 
the flow is optically-thin and the velocity increases with decreasing radius; a middle 
region of greater or lesser extent, where the velocity is approximately constant; 
and an inner region, where the flow is optically-thick and the velocity decreases 
with decreasing radius. For the f = 0.04, J.Lr = 0.10 flow, the turnover radius is 
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Fig. 2.3.-Radial velocity profiles of four selected flows, illustrating the dependence 
of the velocity structure on the relative difference e between the total mass flux and 
the critical flux and on the radial mass flux J.Lr· The maximum velocity increases 
with increasing e. The shape of the profile just inside the radius at which the 
velocity reaches its maximum value depends on how quickly the radiation field 
becomes isotropic as the electron scattering optical depth increases, and is therefore 
sensitive to the assumed functional form of the variable Eddington factor (see text). 
Several trends are evident in the velocity profiles of Figure 2.3. The lower 
mass accretion rate (e = 0.04) flows reach the highest velocities; moreover, the 
velocities of these flows turn over and the gas begins to settle at radii ("" 2-5R) 
that is smaller than the velocity turnover radii ("" 5-15R) of the other two flows, 
which have higher mass accretion rates (e = 0.02). Of the two higher-accretion-rate 
flows, the one with the higher radial mass flux (J.Lr = 0.30) begins to settle at a 
larger radius than the one with the lower radial mass flux (J.Lr = 0.10). The shape 
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Fig. 2.4.-Stationary-frame luminosity profiles for the four flows plotted in Figure 
2.3, illustrating the work done on the radiation field by the converging flow. The 
radiation field at a larger radius has had more work done on it, and hence the 
luminosity there is greater. The two curves for f.= 0.02 show that flows with larger 
radial mass fluxes do more work on the radiation, other things being equal. 
radiation field becomes isotropic as the electron scattering optical depth increases, 
and is therefore sensitive to the assumed functional form of the variable Eddington 
factor (see below). 
The increase in the stationary-frame luminosity with increasing radius, which 
is evident in Figure 2.4, can be understood as follows. As the gas in the converging 
radial flow scatters photons, it does work on the radiation field. The stationary-
frame luminosity therefore decreases with decreasing radius, since the radiation field 
at a larger radius has had more work done on it. Also, flows with larger radial mass 
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Fig. 2.5.-Comoving-frame luminosity profiles for the four flows plotted in Figure 
2.3, showing that the luminosity in the comoving frame increases with decreasing 
radius throughout the outer part of the flow. In the inner part of the flow, the 
comoving-frame luminosity tends to overshoot the Eddington luminosity by a small 
amount and then to approach the Eddington luminosity from above as the radius 
decreases further. 
flows shown in Figure 2.4, the flows with the larger radial mass flux (J.Lr = 0.30) do 
more work, and hence the fixed-frame luminosity of these flows fall more rapidly at 
small radii. 
In contrast to the stationary-frame luminosity, the comoving-frame luminosity 
increases with decreasing radius throughout the outer part of the flow. This is 
evident in Figure 2.5, which displays the radial profiles of the comoving-frame lu-
minosity for the four flows plotted in Figure 2.3. Moreover, the comoving-frame 
luminosity at the outer boundary falls as the radial mass flux increases, other 
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things being equal. This trend can be seen by examining expression (2.54) for the 
stationary-frame luminosity at the outer boundary, since the radial velocity near 
the outer boundary is so small that the stationary- and comoving-frame luminosi-
ties there are very nearly the same. In the :flows considered here, the radial velocity 
near the outer boundary is much smaller than the free-fall velocity there, and hence 
the expression in parenthesis multiplying J.Lr in equation (2.54) is negative. Thus, 
the luminosity near the outer boundary is smaller for a :flow with a higher radial 
mass :flux, the radiation drag is therefore less, and the radial velocity near the outer 
boundary is therefore higher. This explains why the :flows in Figure 2.3 with the 
lower radial mass :flux have a slightly higher velocity near the outer boundary. 
In the inner part of the :flow, the comoving-frame luminosity tends to overshoot 
the Eddington luminosity by a small amount and then to approach the Eddington 
luminosity from above as the radius decreases further. It is this overshoot that 
causes the radial velocity profile to turn over (see Figure 2.3). The overshoot is 
due to the rapid increase of the radiation stress and energy density with decreasing 
radius (Prr = U /3 ex: r 4 as r -+ 0, see appendix A); the :flow must see a mildly su-
percritical comoving luminosity in order to decelerate sufficiently to avoid seeing an 
even more supercritical comoving luminosity at still smaller radii. The four profiles 
show that the size of the overshoot (and hence the magnitude of the deceleration-
again see Figure 2.3) is greater for :flows with larger radial mass :fluxes and occurs 
at a larger radius for :flows with greater total mass :fluxes, other things being equal. 
Figure 2.6 shows the change in the radial velocity profile that occurs as the 
radial mass :flux increases, for a constant total mass :flux. As J.Lr increases, the 
optical depth of the :flow increases and the radial velocity in the inner part of the 
:flow rapidly decreases. This happens because the increase in the optical depth traps 
radiation, causing the radiation stress and energy density at a given radius to rise. 
0.010 
0.008 
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Fig. 2.6.-Velocity profiles for three steady flows with the same total mass accre-
tion rate (specified by the parameter €) but different radial mass fluxes (specified 
by the parameter Jl.r ), showing the change in the velocity profile in the inner part of 
the flow caused by the increase in optical depth that occurs when the radial mass 
flux increases. The radial velocity in the inner part of the flow decreases rapidly 
and the radius at which the velocity reaches its maximum grows larger as the radial 
mass flux increases. 
As a result, the radiation drag increases and the velocity falls. As the velocity 
falls, the gas density and hence the optical depth of the flow increases further. The 
decrease in the velocity in the inner part of the flow causes the velocity to reach its 
maximum value at a larger radius. The profile marked Jl.r = 0 was obtained from a 
simulation in which Jl.r was set to a very small but finite value; this velocity profile 
is in excellent agreement with the velocity profile given implicitly by the analytical 
expression (2.28), which is valid when the gas pressure and the electron-scattering 
optical depth of the radial flow are both negligible. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Maximum Inflow Velocitiesa 
£ J.lr = 0.05 J.lr = 0.10 J.lr = 0.20 J.lr = 0.30 J.lr= 0.40 Ve::ec/2 
0.01 4.4 4.6 5.0 _b _b 5.0 
0.02 10.6 9.0 8.1 8.1 8.3 10.0 
0.03 17.5C 15.2 12.5 11.3 11.1 15.0 
0.04 24.2C 22.1 18.0 15.8 14.6 20.0 
0.05 30.7C 29,3C 24.1 20.9 19.0 25.0 
0.10 60.9C 62.3C 58.4C 51.9 46.3 50.0 
aln units ofto-3 c. 
bNo steady state solution. 
cNo velocity turnover occured. 
The peak radial velocities for a grid of flows with different values of f. and J.Lr are 
listed in Table 2.1. For two table entries (f.= 0.01, J.Lr = 0.30, 0.40) the flow became 
subsonic before reaching the inner boundary; hence no shockless time-independent 
solution exists. Also marked are solutions with no velocity turnover, and hence no 
region of linearly decreasing velocity. 
For each f., the approximate upper bound Vt; = f.c/2 on the radial velocity of an 
optically-thin flow (see §2.2.4.2) is also listed. Flows with a finite radial mass flux 
generally have peak velocities less than Vt:· Moreover, the peak velocity generally 
decreases as J.Lr increases. The reason for this behavior is that the finite optical 
depth of the flow causes the radiation energy density to exceed F / c, which in turn 
produces a radiation drag stronger than that used in obtaining the upper bound v€ 
on the radial velocity. As the optical depth increases, the radiation drag increases, 
and the peak radial velocity decreases. This trend is very evident in the velocity 
profiles displayed in Figure 2.6. 
The tendency for the peak velocity to decrease as J.Lr increases is, however, 
reversed for the flows with f.= 0.01. This reversal can be understood by recognizing 
that the peak velocity of the flows with f. = 0.01 occurs relatively close to the outer 
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TABLE 2.2 
Total Electron Scattering Optical Depths 
E Jlr= 0.05 Jlr= 0.10 Jlr= 0.20 Jlr= 0.30 Jlr= 0.40 
0.01 5.50 14.20 39.34 
0.02 2.40 5.49 14.42 26.67 41.18 
0.03 1.57 3.37 8.20 14.83 23.01 
0.04 1.19 2.47 5.68 9.92 15.19 
0.05 0.97 1.98 4.37 7.41 11.26 
0.10 0.54 1.07 2.19 3.44 4.85 
boundary of the flow and then noting that the radial velocity there increases slightly 
with increasing J.Lr (see Figures 2.3 and 2.6). The velocity near the outer boundary 
increases because the comoving-frame luminosity, and hence the radiation drag, 
decrease with increasing radial mass flux. This can be seen from equation (2.54) for 
the stationary-frame luminosity at the outer boundary since, as explained above, 
the stationary- and comoving-frame luminosities are very nearly the same there. In 
equation (2.54), the expression in parenthesis multiplying J.Lr is negative, showing 
that the comoving-frame luminosity at the outer boundary decreases with increasing 
radial mass flux. As a result, the radiation drag decreases and the peak radial 
velocity increases with increasing J.Lr for the flows with € = 0.01. Indeed, the peak 
velocities of the flows with € = 0.01 and J.Lr ~ 0.07 slightly exceed vf;, the upper 
bound on the radial velocity of an optically-thin flow. The reason for this is that 
the interaction of these flows with the escaping radiation reduces the comoving 
luminosity at the outer boundary below (1 - E)LE, the comoving luminosity at the 
outer boundary of a flow with negligible radial mass flux (J.Lr ~ 0) but the same 
total mass flux (t: = 0.01). 
Table 2.2 lists the electron scattering optical depths (from Tin to Tout) of the 
flows listed in Table 2.1. Two trends are apparent. First, the optical depths of 
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flows with a given radial mass flux JLr increase as f. decreases. This is because a 
flow that is closer to criticality moves more slowly and hence has a higher column 
density (optical depth) than a flow with the same radial mass flux that is further 
from criticality. The second trend is that the optical depths of flows with a given f. 
increase as the radial mass flux JLr increases. The reason is simply that the increase 
in the radial mass flux causes the density to increase. 
One can gain a quantitative understanding of the results listed in Table 2.2 with 
the help of relatively simple, analytical expressions. At radii large compared to T1 = 
JLrR/ f. but small compared to T2 = <P R/ f., the velocity of the flow is roughly constant 
and equal to vE (recall §2.2.4.2). Near T1, the flow becomes optically thick to 
electron scattering. The radial velocity in the inner part of the flow is asymptotically 
proportional to (1 + T!/3T)-1 (see Appendix A), and hence is proportional toT for 
T << T1. Matching this behavior to vE at T >> T1, one obtains the approximate 
velocity profile 
f.C 1 
Vr RJ -- • 
2 1 + T!/3T (2.55) 
The corresponding optical depth is (see eq. [2.46]) 
RJ JLr ( 1 + ~ JLr) 
f. 12 f. 
(2.56) 
where for the last expression we used Tin= 2R and Tout= 30R. Thus, the electron 
scattering optical depth scales as JLr/€ when JLr/€ is ;S 1, and as (JLr/€)2 when JLr/€ is 
>> 10. The dominant contribution to the optical depth comes from the inner part of 
the flow and hence the total optical depth is insensitive to the velocity profile in the 
outer part of the flow and to changes in the outer boundary conditions. However, 
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TABLE 2.3 
Inflow Times a 
E J.lr= 0.05 J.lr= 0.10 J.lr= 0.20 J.lr= 0.30 J.lr= 0.40 
0.01 0.228 0.239 0.254 
0.02 0.130 0.132 0.138 0.143 0.148 
0.03 0.097 0.098 0.100 0.103 0.106 
0.04 0.080 0.080 0.081 0.083 0.085 
0.05 0.069 0.069 0.070 0.071 0.072 
0.10 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 
lin units of seconds. 
the optical depth is sensitive to the details of the velocity profile near the inner 
boundary of the flow. 
Table 2.3 lists the radial inflow times 
irin dr' tnow = - rout lvr(r') I (2.57) 
for these same flows. The trends in tnow show the same pattern as the trends in the 
electron scattering optical depth, although the differences in the values of tnow for 
different flows are less pronounced. The inflow times of flows with a given radial 
mass flux J-tr increase as f. decreases while the inflow times of flows with a given f. 
increase as the radial mass flux J-tr increases. Again, the reason is that flows that 
are nearer to criticality or have larger radial mass fluxes move more slowly. 
Unlike the optical depth, the inflow time is determined largely by the velocity 
profile in the outer part of the flow. Thus, the inflow time 
tnow = 2R [(rout- rin) _ J-tr ln (rout)] ~ 2R ( 28 + ln 15 J-Lr) 
f.C R 3f. nn f.C 3 f. 
(2.58) 
given by the velocity profile (2.55) is consistently shorter than the inflow times listed 
in Table 2.3, because the actual velocity in the outer part of the flow is considerably 
smaller than that assumed in this profile. A relatively simple, analytical estimate 
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of the inflow time that agrees quantitatively with the results listed in Table 2.3 can 
be obtained by adding to expression (2.58) the time the flow takes to reach the 
velocity vE. Neglecting the initial radial inflow velocity at the radius rout of the 
outer boundary and disregarding the radiation drag on the flow between rout and 
r2, one obtains the radial velocity profile 
( 
1 1 ) 1/2 
Vr = -(2€GM)1f2 ---
r rout 
(2.59) 
The radial inflow velocity given by this expression reaches vE at the radius 
( 
_2 ) -1 1 fe-
r = -+--E- rout 8GM . (2.60) 
Using the approximate velocity profile (2.59) outside rE and the approximate veloc-
ity profile (2.55) inside, one obtains the estimate 
toow = 2R [(rout - rin) _ J.tr In (rout) l 
f.C R 3€ nn 
3/2 [ ( ) 1/2 (( ) 1/2)] + rout ..!.!_ rout - 1 + sec-1 rout 
V2€GM rout rE rE 
(2.61) 
for the inflow time, which gives results that are in good agreement with the results 
listed in Table 2.3 (using rin = 2R and rout = 30R). Figure 2.7 shows how the 
approximate velocity profile given by equations (2.55) and (2.59) compare with the 
exact velocity profile, for f. = 0.04 and J.tr = 0.30. 
2.5.2. Discussion 
Having presented illustrative results from our numerical simulations and shown 
how they can be understood, we now discuss how our results are likely to have been 
affected by several approximations that were made to simplify the simulations. 
These approximations include the use of a variable Eddington factor to close the 
radiation moment equations, the adoption of newtonian theory (with inclusion of 
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0. 020 r----r------,r----r---.o:-, --,--------, 
0.015 
~ 0.010 > 
0.005 
. • 
E = 0.04, Jlr = 0.30 ~--~··-·---~"··-···· 
~-· ..... 
----~... ", . . . .. .. . . 
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.............. (f/2) r/(r+r1/3) 
········ modified freefall 
• . . • . . . • . . . • . 
0. 000 L----'-----L--....1..-----'--------' 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
r/R 
Fig. 2. 7.-Comparison of the approximate velocity profile given by equations (2.61) 
and (2.60) with the exact velocity profile, for f = 0.04 and J-Lr = 0.30. The approxi-
mate velocity profile provides a simple but relatively accurate estimate of the inflow 
time from the outer boundary of the flow. 
special relativistic effects to order v/c), the assumption that all of the radiation, 
including that from the accretion disk, comes from the inner boundary and the 
assumption that all of the material enters the flow at rout· We also point out that 
gas pressure forces have a very small effect on the structure of near-critical flows. 
The radial velocity profile in the inner part of the flow depends on how quickly 
the radiation field becomes isotropic as the electron scattering optical depth in-
creases. The profile is therefore sensitive to the functional form of the variable 
Eddington factor f(-r) used to close the radiation moment equations. For the flows 







£ = 0.04, Jlr = 0.30 
- f = (l+'t) I (1+3't) 
-2 .............. f = 1 - 2/3 exp(-'t ) 
0. 000 ...__......._ _ ___,_ _ ..__ _ _.__, _ ___._ _ ___, 
5 10 15 20 25 30 
r/R 
Fig. 2.8.-Velocity profiles of two flows with the same total mass flux (t: = 0.04) 
and the same radial mass flux (J-tr = 0.30), but simulated using different prescrip-
tions for the variable Eddington factor f ( r), showing the dependence of the profile 
on the choice of f(r). The outer, optically-thin parts of the two flows are very 
similar and hence the inflow times are very similar. On the other hand, the inner, 
optically-thick parts of the two flows are significantly different, causing a difference 
of "'40% in the optical depths of the two flows (see text). 
the fall in the radial velocity, once the flow begins to decelerate, and the behavior 
of the radial velocity near the inner boundary of the flow. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.8, which compares the velocity profiles of two flows with the same total 
mass flux (t: = 0.04) and the same radial mass flux (J-tr = 0.30), but simulated using 
different prescriptions for the variable Eddington factor. 
As Figure 2.8 shows, prescription (2.47) causes the radial velocity to fall much 
more steeply as the optical depth rises than does (2.45). In prescription (2.47), f(r) 
remains closer to unity in the outer part of the flow, where r is small. Hence radia-
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tion drag is less important and the velocity is higher there than when prescription 
(2.45) is used. However, once r becomes appreciable, the Eddington factor given by 
equation (2.47) causes the radiation field to become isotropic much more abruptly 
with increasing optical depth than does the prescription (2.45). As a result, the 
radiation drag force increases more sharply with decreasing radius when the former 
prescription is used, causing the velocity to fall more steeply. In newtonian models, 
this fall occurs somewhat before Tro reaches unity. 
The rapid change in the variable Eddington factor that occurs near Tro = 1 
when prescription (2.47) is used also causes the radial velocity profile to change slope 
near this point. In the flow shown that uses prescription (2.47), Tro = 1 occurs at 
r,.... 5R, a radius ,.... 2-3 times smaller than the radius,.... 15R at which the velocity 
profile turns over. If Tro were much less than unity throughout the flow, then f would 
be equal to one everywhere, and the radial velocity would asymptotically approach 
Vr ~ Ve/(1 + rtfr) at small r (see Appendix A). If on the other hand Tro were much 
greater than unity throughout the flow, f would be equal to 1/3 everywhere, and 
the radial velocity would asymptotically approach Vr ~ Ve/(1 + rtf3r) at small r. 
In reality, of course, the flow goes from being optically thin at large radii to being 
optically thick at small radii. As this happens, the relatively sudden change in f 
from 1 to 1/3 causes the velocity to change fairly abruptly from the first limiting 
behavior to the second, producing a change in slope. Because the velocity plummets 
even before the flow becomes optically-thick, the change in the slope of the velocity 
profile, which occurs near Tro = 1, appears as a distinct feature in velocity profiles. 
Although the electron scattering optical depths of the flows given by the two 
quite different prescriptions (2.47) and (2.45) for the variable Eddington factor differ 
by nearly 40% (they are 6.22 and 9.80, respectively), the inflow times of the two 





£ = 0.04, flr = 0.30 
-- with gas pressure 
.............. without gas pressure 
o.ooo ..__ ...... 5 __ 1._0 _ _...15--2._0 _ _...25 _ ___,30 
r/R 
Fig. 2.9.-Velocity profiles for steady flows with f = 0.04 and J.lr = 0.30, calculated 
with and without gas pressure forces. Although the sound speed in the flow with 
pressure effects included is 1.3 X 10-3c, the difference between the inflow velocities 
is far less, due to the much larger size of the gravitational and radiation drag forces 
(see text). As a result, gas pressure forces can usually be neglected in a near-critical 
accretion flow, even if the flow is only marginally supersonic. 
inflow times is much less than the relative difference in the optical depths because 
the inflow time is determined primarily by the velocity profile at large radii, where 
the two profiles are fairly similar, whereas the optical depth is most sensitive to 
the velocity profile at small radii, where the two velocity profiles differ significantly. 
The behavior of the radial velocity at small radii, including its dependence on the 
prescription used for the variable Eddington factor, is discussed in more detail in 
Appendix A. 
The structures of the near-critical radial flows studied here are almost unaf-
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fected by the gas pressure. This is easy to understand where the flows are highly 
supersonic, since gas pressure gradients can produce changes in the flow velocity 
that are at most comparable to the local sound speed, and such changes are much 
smaller than the flow velocity there. However, some of the near-critical accretion 
flows considered here are only marginally supersonic over much of their range, yet 
gas pressure gradient forces have a very small effect (see Park & Miller 1991). This 
is illustrated in Figure 2.9, which compares the velocity profiles of two flows that are 
identical (€ = 0.04, J-Lr = 0.30), except that the gas temperature (and hence the gas 
pressure) has been artificially set to zero in one case. In the other, the temperature 
has its usual value {1 keV), which gives a sound speed C8 = 1.3 x 10-3c. The profile 
for the flow with gas pressure included deviates from the profile with gas pressure 
neglected by much less than the sound speed. The reason is that the flow velocity 
is determined primarily by the competition between the gravitational force and the 
radiation force, which are both enormous compared to the pressure gradient force. 
Since part of the radiation force is proportional to the flow velocity (see eqs. [2.12] 
and [2.32]), only a very small change in the flow velocity is required to offset the 
comparatively tiny gas pressure gradient force. 
We discussed in §2.2 that material should enter the radial flow at a radius rradial 
which is of the order 107-108 em. To explore the sensitivity of our results to the 
radius chosen for the outer boundary we produced additional steady state solutions 
where rout = 6 x 107 em. 
Table 2.4 lists €, J-Lr, the outer radius rout, the total inflow time tflow, the 
maximum flow velocity Vmax, and the total optical depth r, for three pairs of flow 
solutions. The flow solutions in each pair differ only in the outer radius rout· Figures 
2.1Q-2.12 show the velocity profiles for these flow pairs. Three general trends are 




Comparison of Flows with Different Outer Radii 
£ J.lr fouta tflowb Vmaxc 't 
0.10 0.30 30 0.046 51.9 3.44 
0.10 0.30 60 0.120 60.5 3.25 
0.05 0.30 30 0.071 20.9 7.41 
0.05 0.30 60 0.178 25.0 6.69 
0.01 0.05 30 0.228 4.4 5.50 
0.01 0.05 60 0.508 5.2 5.02 
a1n units ofR. 
bin units of seconds. 
CJn units of 1Q-3 c. 
increases with increasing radius, and the optical depth of the radial flow decreases 
with decreasing radius. 
The increase in inflow time can be understood by noting that it is determined 
mostly by the velocity profile in the outer part of the flow. The velocity in this 
region decreases as rout increases, as can be seen in equation (2.59). Note that the 
approximate analytic expression for the inflow time (2.61) scales approximately as 
tflow ex: r!~~, in excellent agreement with the results shown in Table 2.4. 
Several factors are involved in the increase in maximum velocity. The simplest 
is that the larger rout flows just have more time to accelerate to higher velocities. 
This can be seen clearly in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, where the larger rout flows have 
higher velocities at all radii. The reason why the flows shown in Figure 2.12 have 
regions where this is not true will be discussed later. 
Since the larger rout flows start with higher velocities at the same radii, they 
have a much better chance of reaching Vt;, the approximate limiting velocity. This 
can be seen clearly in Figure 2.11, where the maximum velocity of the large rout 
flow is in fact equal to vt:. The small rout flow does not reach this velocity because 
it enters the high optical depth, linearly decreasing velocity region before hitting 
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0.05 rout= 60 R 
................. E = 0.10, Jlr = 0.30 
0.04 rout= 30 R 




O.OO.__---L10--2"--0--3 ...... 0--4L-0--5 ...... 0-~60 
r/R 
Fig. 2.10.-Velocity profiles for two steady flow solutions with the same t: and 
J..Lr but different outer radii rout. The rout = 60R solution has a higher velocity 
because of the longer time available to accelerate to a modified freefall solution. 
This solution actually exceeds the limiting velocity v~ for this luminosity because 
radiation pressure Prr drops below the radiation energy density U in the inner region 
(see text). There is no velocity turnover for these flows because the inner critical 
radius r1 is inside the inner radius rio· 
this limiting velocity. 
Note that the maximum velocity for the large rout flow shown in Figure 2.10 
in fact exceeds v~ by around 20%. This is because equation (2.25) assumes that 




~ 3c(1- e) 
(2.62) 
as opposed to equation (2.25). Note also for the same outer luminosity, high J..Lr 
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0.05 rout= 60 R 
................. e = 0.05, Jlr = 0.30 
0.04 rout= 30 R 




O.OO .______..~.1 0 __ 2...... 0--3-0--4'--0--5~0-----'60 
r/R 
Fig. 2.11.-Velocity profiles for two steady flow solutions with the same f and J-tr 
but different outer radii Tout. Here the Tout = 60R solution reaches the limiting 
velocity Vt:· The Tout = 30 solution does not reach Vt: because the inner critical 
radius Tt is reached before the flow has had time to accelerate to that velocity. 
flows will have a lower fixed frame luminosity relative to low JLr flows. Usually the 
increase of U with increasing optical depth more than compensates for the decrease 
of Prr· However the flow shown in Figure 2.10 is so fast and has such a large f that 
the radiation energy density U stays relatively small. Therefore here the decrease 
in Prr with optical depth makes it possible for Vmax to exceed vt:. 
Unlike the flows shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, the small Tout flows shown 
in Figure 2.12 has a higher velocity than the large Tout flow between T"""" 15R and 
T"""" 23R. This is due to the effects of gas pressure. In the outer region the density 










rout= 60 R 
................. E = 0.01, Jlr = 0.05 
rout= 30 R 
-- E = 0.01, Jlr = 0.05 
20 30 40 50 
r/R 
60 
Fig. 2.12.-Velocity profiles for two steady flow solutions with the same E and J.Lr 
but different outer radii rout· Here the rout = 30R flow solution has a higher velocity 
than the rout= 60R flow around a radius of 20R. This excess velocity is due to the 
effects of gas pressure (see text). 
flow is approximately isothermal, the pressure gradient there will also be positive, 
meaning that gas pressure effects will speed up the flow. This effect is reversed in 
the inner part of the flow, where the density and pressure gradients are negative. 
A radius of "' 20R is near the outer part of the flow for the small rout flows, but 
is part of the inner region for the larger rout flows. Hence gas pressure, which is 
usually a small effect, acts in opposite directions at r "' 20R in these two flows. 
Finally, note that the optical depth decreases with increasing rout· This is 
because the dominant contribution to optical depth comes from the inner part of 
the flow. In all the examples shown here, the large rout flows have higher velocities 
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in this inner region. For the same mass accretion rate, higher velocities implies 
lower densities and lower total optical depth. Note however that the dependence of 
optical depth on outer radius is relatively weak. 
In reality of course material almost certainly does not enter the flow at a 
single radius but from a range of radii. The actual flows therefore are probably a 
superposition of these small and large radii flow solutions. 
A more accurate treatment of the unified model would include both general 
relativistic effects and the distributed character of the emission from the accretion 
disk. We expect that including these effects will alter the quantitative properties 
of the near-critical flows studied here, but will leave the qualitative features largely 
unchanged, in part because the two effects tend to offset one another (see Park 
& Miller 1991). Consider first the effects of general relativity on the radial flow, 
when all radiation comes from the inner boundary. This is the simplified model 
that has been used in the present work. In Newtonian theory, the stationary-frame 
luminosity always increases with increasing radius, because of the work done on 
the radiation by the flow. Thus, if the stationary-frame luminosity is subcritical 
at infinity, it is subcritical everywhere and the accretion flow can always reach 
the star. However, in general relativity the luminosity near the star is diminished 
by gravitational redshift and time dilation. Therefore, if the work done on the 
radiation field by the flow is ignored, the stationary-frame luminosity decreases with 
increasing radius, and the stationary-frame luminosity can become supercritical at 
small radii even if it is sub- critical at large radii. However, as shown by Park & 
Miller (1991), the work done on the radiation by the radial flow and the general 
relativistic correction to the Newtonian gravitational force more than compensate 
for the gravitational redshift and time dilation, whenever a substantial fraction of 
the total luminosity is powered by the radial mass flux (J.Lr > <P). For such flows, 
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the critical luminosity in general relativity is the same as in newtonian theory. 
In the unified model of LMXB X-ray emission, most of the luminosity comes 
from the mass flux through the accretion disk, since the mass flux in the radial flow 
is at most a small fraction of the total mass flux (J.Lr ~ <P, as shown in §2.2.3.2). 
Hence, if all the radiation is assumed to come from the inner boundary, the work 
done on the radiation by the radial flow is marginally or even appreciably too small 
to compensate fully for the effects on the luminosity of the gravitational redshift 
and time dilation. The critical luminosity is then determined by force balance at 
the inner boundary, and is less than the critical luminosity in newtonian theory. 
However, a more accurate treatment of the unified model would take into account 
the distribution in radius of the emission from the disk. If the disk emission is 
not assumed to come entirely from the inner boundary, but is distributed in radius 
in a more realistic way, the reduction in luminosity at a given radius that this 
produces offsets the gravitational redshift and time dilation, causing a given general 
relativistic flow to resemble much more closely the corresponding Newtonian flow 
(see Park & Miller 1991). Thus, the structures of the radial flows in the Z sources are 
likely to be qualitatively similar to the structures found here. These considerations 
do show, however, that the precise value of the critical luminosity in the Z sources 
is sensitive to the structure of the emission region. 
To clarify a technical point, the velocity profiles of optically-thick steady radial 
flows in general relativity do not show a distinct change in slope inside the radius at 
which the velocity begins to plunge, unlike the profiles in Newtonian theory, even 
if the variable Eddington factor varies abruptly with the optical depth (see Park 
& Miller 1991). The reason is that in the general relativistic flows, the comoving 
luminosity becomes supercritical at almost the same radius that the optical depth 
reaches unity, and so their effects on the velocity profile blend together. 
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Appendix 2.A. Structure of the flow at small radii 
In this appendix we obtain analytical expresssions for the radiation pressure 
and radial velocity in the inner part of the flow. The expressions show explicitly 
how these quantities depend on the variable Eddington factor f = U I Prr· 
In the inner part of the flow (r < r2 = GMIEc?), the radial velocity is very 
small ( v~ << f.2G M I r) and advection of the thermal energy of the gas makes very 
little contribution to the radial energy flux. Neglecting the kinetic energy of the 
gas and advection of thermal energy, the stationary-frame luminosity at radius r is 
given approximately by 
L( r) = ( 1 - f. - Jl-r ~) LE (2.63) 
The fact that the radial velocity remains small shows that the flow has adjusted itself 
in such a way that the comoving luminosity is very close to the critical luminosity 
(this may be seen from the radial momentum equation [2.11]). Thus, 
(2.64) 
Substituting the luminosities (2.63) and (2.64) into the equation (2.12) that relates 
the comoving- and fixed-frame luminosities and making use of the definition (2.42) 
of the variable Eddington factor f, one obtains the expression 
Vr ( R) ( f ) LE -~- f.+Jl-- --
c r r 1 + f 47rr2cPrr (2.65) 
for the radial velocity. 
Consider now Prr, the radial-radial component of the radiation stress tensor. 
The radial variation of this component of the radiation stress is given by equation 
(2.39), 
!_Prr = U- 3Prr _ Xco Fco . 




Now (compare eqs. [2.41) and [2.46)), 
c R 
Xco(r) = J..Lr-1 -,2 · Vr r (2.67) 





[ lro [ 1 + J ( x) l dx l 
Prr(r) = Prr(ro) ro exp - r f(x) X+ rt , 
J.lrR 




Substituting the result (2.68) for Prr into equation (2.65), one obtains the radial 
velocity profile 
Vr(r) = Vr(ro) (f(r)[1 + f(ro)J) ( r + r1 ) !.._ exp [iro [1 + f(x)] dx l 
f(ro)[1 + f(r)] ro + r1 ro r f(x) x + rt 
(2. 70) 
Expression (2.70) shows explicitly how the velocity behavior at small radii depends 
on the prescription used for the variable Eddington factor f. If f is constant at 
small radii (r « rt), equation (2. 70) implies 
1 
(2. 71) Vr CX: 1 /J . +rt r 
Thus, for sufficiently small r the flow velocity varies linearly with radius. The 
constant of proportionality is determined principally by the run of f with radius at 
radii near to and beyond r1, because the dominant contribution to the integral in 
equation (2. 70) comes from these radii. Since the optical depth at rt is typically 
of order unity, a prescription for f(rro)) that changes gradually from 1 to 1/3 as 
Tro varies from« 1 to >> 1, such as equation (2.45), results in a smaller value off 
beyond rt, and hence a larger radial velocity within rt, than a prescription such as 
equation (2.47) that changes relatively abruptly as Tro passes through unity. 
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In this chapter we report on the results of an investigation of the stability 
of near-critical, radial accretion flows onto neutron stars. This investigation was 
motivated by the model for NBOs described previously, and was carried out using 
a time-dependent, Newtonian, radiation hydrocode. In Chapter 2 we discussed 
the radial flow component of the unified model, described our numerical methods, 
and summarized the results of our simulations of steady radial accretion. In this 
chapter, we study the time-dependent response of these steady flows when they are 
disturbed, discuss the dependence of the oscillation frequency and flow stability on 
the radial and total mass fluxes, derive a simple stability criterion, and discuss the 
implications of the stability properties for the proposed model of NBOs. 
Our simulations show that the radial flow becomes overstable when the lumi-
nosity rises to within ........ 10% of LE. The frequencies of oscillations in the flow are 
,....,5-10 Hz, comparable to the observed frequencies of normal branch oscillations. At 
lower luminosities, the radial flow exhibited slightly damped oscillations when per-
turbed. During an oscillation, the variation in optical depth is substantial, whereas 
the variation in luminosity is small. A preliminary account of this work appeared 
in Fortner, Lamb, & Miller (1989). 
Previous studies of time-dependent, supercritical radial accretion by neutron 
stars (Burger & Katz 1983; Klein et al. 1980) have demonstrated the potential 
importance of radiation forces in determining the dynamics of radial flows. However, 
these studies considered only very dense, highly supercritical flows, assumed that all 
the mass flux was in the radial flow, and followed the time development of the flow 
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only for very short times. Thus, the results of these earlier studies cannot be used 
to assess the normal branch oscillation mechanism considered here. In contrast, the 
radiation hydrocode we have developed allows us to explore the effects on the radial 
flow of luminosity generated by mass flux through a disk as well as by the mass flux 
in the radial flow, and to follow the radial flow for many infall times. 
3.2. Results 
We studied the stability of near-critical flows by first preparing a steady flow 
as described in Chapter 2, and then watching the evolution of a perturbation made 
by briefly disturbing the inward mass flux from the outer boundary. 
We simulated numerous time-dependent flows with criticality parameters 
0.01 =:; f =:; 0.13, radial mass flux parameters 0 ~ J-Lr ~ 0.50, and with outer radii 
at Tout = 30 R and Tout = 60 R. Representative simulations are listed in Table 
3.1 and described in detail here. The radius Tin of the fixed inner boundary was 
set equal to 2 x 106 em in all of the simulations. The mass M and radius R of 
the neutron star were taken to be 1.4 M 0 and 10
6 em, respectively. The accreting 
gas was assumed to have cosmic abundances and the Compton temperature of the 
radiation was set equal to 1 keY. In the solutions presented here, vr(Tout) was set 
equal to 4.01 x 107 em s-1, very slightly greater than the isothermal sound speed 
C8 = 4.0 x 107 em s-1 . This velocity was chosen (as opposed to vr(Tout) = 0) to 
minimize the effects of gas pressure at the outer boundary. 
The flows listed in Table 3.1 differ only in the choice of the criticality parameter 
t:, the radial mass accretion rate J-Lr, and the outer boundary radius Tout, except 
the last flow, which uses a different variable Eddington factor. Listed for each 
flow are the inflow time tflow from the outer boundary to the inner boundary in 
the unperturbed flow, the approximate oscillation period tosc, the maximum flow 
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TABLE 3.1 
Summary of Time-Dependent Flow Solutions 
e Jlr r otJil ltlo.J' loscb Vmaxc 't Comments 
0.05 0.30 60 0.178 0.210 25.0 6.69 Fig. 3.1.3.3. Weakly damped oscillations 
0.05 0.30 30 0.071 0.083 20.9 7.41 Fig. 3.2. 3.4-3.10. Shows secondary peaks 
0.10 0.30 60 0.120 0.135 60.5 3.25 Fig. 3.12. Weakly damped oscil1ations 
0.04 0.30 30 0.083 0.098 15.8 9.92 Fig. 3.13. Strongly growing; exceeded CPU limits 
0.04 0.20 30 0.081 0.093 18.0 5.68 Fig. 3.14. Damped oscil1ations; secondary peak 
0.02 0.20 30 0.138 0.176 8.1 14.42 Fig. 3.15. Strongly growing; exceeded CPU limits 
0.02 0.10 30 0.132 0.155 9.1 5.49 Fig. 3.16. Damped oscil1ations 
0.06 0.30 30 0.069 0.075 21.1 8.78 Fi!!. 3.17. Uses Eddington factor from (2.47) 
a In units of R. 
bIn units of seconds. 
c In units of IQ-3 c. 
velocity Vmax for the unperturbed flow, and the total electron scattering optical 
depth r of the steady flow. There were -700 shells in each of the flows presented 
here. 
From t = 0 to t = 0.6 s, mass shells are added to the outer edge of the flow at a 
constant rate. During this period, the flow is steadied by continually adjusting the 
luminosity at the inner boundary so that the luminosity at the outer boundary re-
mains constant. These steadied flows are therefore solutions of the time-independent 
radiation and hydrodynamic equations. Beginning at 0.6 s, the luminosity at the 
inner boundary is calculated self-consistently from the radial inflow. At t = 0. 7 s, a 
group of extra mass shells corresponding to -7% of the mass in the radial inflow is 
added to the outer edge of the flow; after this time, mass shells are again added to 
the outer edge of the flow at a constant rate. These shells produce a local pertur-
bation in the mass accretion rate that moves inward with essentially the speed of 
the unperturbed flow. 
After one inflow time, the local density increase associated with the added shells 
reaches the inner boundary, producing a small upward perturbation in the mass flux 
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onto the neutron star. This perturbation temporarily increases the luminosity of the 
star. As the stellar luminosity rises, the X-ray flux increases throughout the radial 
flow, and the radial flow slows significantly. The inner parts of the flow become 
starved for material. However, mass continues to enter the outer edge of the flow at 
the same rate as before. This material accumulates near the outer flow boundary, 
increasing the density there. When the original perturbation in the accretion rate 
has been accreted completely by the neutron star, the mass flux onto the neutron 
star falls, the X-ray flux through the radial flow decreases, and the inflow once again 
accelerates. The gas that has accumulated in the outer regions of the flow then falls 
inward and reaches the star one inflow time later, again increasing briefly the mass 
fl. ux onto the star. The cycle then repeats. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the time variation in the electron scattering optical 
depth and the total fixed frame luminosity in two simulations that develop regular 
oscillations. In both runs, J.Lr = 0.30 and e = 0.05. The flows differ only in the outer 
radius rout, which was 60R for the flow shown in Figure 3.1 but 30R for the flow 
shown in Figure 3.2. In both flows the relative amplitude IlL/ L of the luminosity 
oscillations was much smaller than the relative amplitude flr /r of the oscillations 
in the optical depth. This is to be expected, since the luminosity cannot vary by 
an amount greater than f"'ojeL without disrupting the flow, while variations of this 
magnitude naturally produce large variations in the density and optical depth of the 
flow. Our simulations thus support the suggestion (Fortner, Lamb, & Miller 1989; 
Lamb 1989) that NBOs reflect primarily oscillations in the optical depth rather 
than the luminosity of the system. 
Numerical calculations of the effect of optical depth oscillations on the X-ray 
spectrum (Miller & Lamb 1992) show that such oscillations cause the spectrum to 
rotate about a pivot energy that depends on the X-ray spectrum but is in the range 
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Fig. 3.1.-Time-dependent behavior of the total electron scattering optical depth 
(solid line) and stationary-frame luminosity (dotted line) as measured by a distant 
observer, for Jlr = 0.30, € = 0.05, and an outer radius set to rout = 60R. Note the 
relatively strong, weakly damped oscillations in optical depth, and the very weak 
oscillations in luminosity. 
2-7 ke V for observed spectra. Thus, our mechanism predicts that the oscillations 
above and below the pivot energy will be -180° out of phase, and that the oscillation 
amplitude will go through a minimum near the energy at which the phase changes. 
These results agree quantitatively with the observed properties of NBOs in Cyg X-2. 
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 display the instantaneous radial mass accretion rate (in 
units of the Eddington accretion rate) as a function of radius and time for the flows 
shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. These figures show the infall of the initial 
perturbations from the outer boundary at t = 0. 7 s to the inner boundary (at 2 R) 
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Fig. 3.2.-Time-dependent behavior of a flow with rout= 30R but otherwise iden-
tical to the flow shown in Figure 3.1. The oscillation frequency is much higher in 
this flow, due mainly to the greatly decreased inflow time. In addition, the ampli-
tudes of the oscillations are much larger, due to the smaller dispersion of the density 
perturbation (see text). 
at t = 0.9 s and t = 0. 78 s, respectively. 
Since the time between oscillation peaks is typically close to the infall time 
tflow from the outer to the inner boundaries of the unperturbed radial flow, the 
most prominent difference between the flow shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.4 and the 
flow shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.3 is that the former has a higher oscillation frequency 
than the latter. As discussed in Chapter 2, the total infall time is dominated by 
the time spent in the outer regions, where the infall time scales as r!~~. The ratio 














Fig. 3.3.-Mass accretion rate in units of the Eddington accretion rate as a function 
of time and radius for the flow shown in Figure 3.1. The initially sharp perturbation 
at t = 0. 7 s, r = 60R spreads out in both radius and time before reaching the inner 
boundary at t f'V 0.9 s. Note that the response of the How near the outer boundary 
to increased luminosity beginning at t f'V 0.9 s is first a drop in mass accretion 
rate there, and then a rise, caused by the accumulation of material at the outer 
boundary. 
scaling (see Table 3.1). 
The velocity of the How shown in Figure 3.4 as a function of radius and time 
appears in Figure 3.5. Note that the How velocity is depressed whenever an upward 
accretion-rate perturbation reaches the inner boundary, since then the luminosity 
from the inner boundary increases. Conversely, high velocities occur when the 
accretion-rate at the inner boundary drops below average. This is an essential 
component of the oscillation cycle we have described. Density perturbations are 












Fig. 3.4.-Mass accretion rate as a function of time and radius for the flow shown 
in Figure 3.2. Compared to the flow shown in Figure 3.3, the perturbation is much 
sharper when it reaches the inner boundary at t I'V 0. 78 s. Note the resulting much 
sharper depression of the mass accretion rate at all radii at t I'V 0. 79 s, due to the 
peak in the luminosity. 
Radiation conveys information about the gas flow near the inner boundary to the 
outer regions of the gas flow. The inwardly moving gas flow and the outwardly 
propagating radiation combine to make a complete feedback cycle possible. 
The initial perturbation of the flow is essentially a delta function in mass ac-
cretion rate. We should therefore expect higher frequency oscillation modes to be 
excited by this. In fact, Figure 3.4 shows the growth of secondary accretion rate 
peaks between the primary peaks. This effect is much less pronounced in Figure 3.3, 
where the outer boundary is at rout= 60R. This appears to be due to the fact that 
the higher harmonics grow more slowly (or decay more rapidly) in an extended flow 


















Fig. 3.5.-The flow velocity as a function of time and radius for the flow shown 
in Figure 3.2. At t = 0. 77 s, the velocity is depressed at small radii by the high 
luminosity. At t = 0. 78 s, the luminosity has increased further, depressing the 
velocity at all radii. 
A more complete view of the oscillation cycle may be obtained from Figures 3.6-
3.10,which are snapshots of the flow shown in Figures 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 at five different 
times. Shown are radial profiles of the mass accretion rate, velocity, luminosity, 
and comoving luminosity at for each of the five times. In each graph the dashed 
line represents the steady flow profile calculated for this run in Chapter 2. The 
horizontal line at Leo/ LE = 1.0 shows the level of the comoving luminosity which 
would exactly offset the inward gravitational force. 
Figure 3.6 shows profiles at t = 0. 727 s, or 0.027 s after the perturbation was 
introduced. The mass accretion peak appears at r = 26 R. The flow velocity and 
comoving luminosity profiles are essentially undisturbed. At t = 0.762s (Fig. 3.7), 
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Fig. 3.6.-Radial profiles of the stationary-frame luminosity, co-moving luminosity, 
radial velocity, and mass accretion rate, at 0. 727 s model time, during the initial 
development of the flow shown in Figure 3.2. The dashed lines show the profiles of 
the corresponding steady flow. 
has almost reached the inner boundary. By t = 0.787 s (Fig. 3.9), the perturbation 
has reached the inner boundary, causing an increase in the fixed-frame luminosity 
at the inner boundary of .-v0.02 LE. This relatively large excess occurs at all radii. 
Conversely, the mass accretion rate is depressed by .-v30% at almost all radii. Since 
gas has accumulated at the outer boundary during this period of high luminosity, 
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Fig. 3. 7 .-Radial profiles at 0. 762 s model time. 
By 0.800 s (Fig. 3.10), the stationary-frame luminosity profile is one again close 
to its steady flow profile. The velocity profile has also almost recovered, as has the 
mass accretion rate profile. Now, however, there is a new mass accretion rate peak 
near the outer boundary, caused by inflow of the mass that had accumulated there 
before the luminosity declined sufficiently to "release" it. During the accumulation 
period the flow is starved for material, and so a void in the accretion rate precedes 
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Fig. 3.8.-Radial profiles at 0. 775 s model time. 
an upward perturbation in the luminosity at the inner boundary. 
The fixed-frame luminosity profile depends both on the luminosity produced 
inside the inner boundary of the radial flow and the work done on the escaping 
radiation by the converging flow. The equation that describes this transfer of energy 
(see Chapter 2, equation 2.40) is 
(3.1) 
. . 2 
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Fig. 3.9.-Radial profiles at 0. 787 s model time. 
sensitive to changes in the value of Mr at small radii. This can be seen in Figure 
3.7, where the drop in Mr inside 5R causes a corresponding decrease in the slope of 
L(r). Even though Mr then reaches a peak at ""lOR, the luminosity does not recover 
completely because of the 1/r2 dependency in the equation above. In contrast, in 
Figure 3.8 the radial mass accretion rate Mr is high inside 5R, so even though L(r) 
starts out below the steady state profile at the inner boundary, it quickly rises above 
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Fig. 3.10.-Radial profiles at 0.800 s model time. 
The deviations of the co-moving frame luminosity profiles from the steady flow 
profiles for the most part mirror the deviations of the fixed-frame luminosity profiles 
from their steady flow shapes. This can be seen in Figure 3.8, where the deviation 
of both profiles outside "'4R is "'1% (note the very different vertical scales used 
in the graphs for Land Le0 ). The co-moving luminosity Leo is sensitive not only 
to L but also to changes in the flow velocity Vr, the radiation pressure Prn and 
the energy density U, as can be seen in equation (2.12). Since in the inner regions 
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U and Prr (which are high in regions of high opacity, and hence density) scale as 
r-4 (see Appendix A of Chapter 2), this sensitivity is especially acute at small 
radii. This can be seen between "'5R and "'lOR in Figure 3. 7, and outside "'26R 
in Figure 3.10, where an increase in the density (seen in the M profile) causes an 
increase in both U and Prr, and hence in Leo. In Figure 3.9, both the flow velocity 
and M are depressed in the inner part of the flow, forcing Leo below its steady-state 
value inside "'lOR. 
The velocity profiles are determined by the competition between the effects of 
the radiation pressure force and the gravitational force, since gas pressure forces 
are comparatively minor. The balance between these forces can be seen in the 
Leo profiles: when Leo ~ 1, the flow acceleration is directed outward, and when 
Leo ~ 1 the flow acceleration is directed inward. Because of the r-2 dependence 
of both of the important forces, we expect a high sensitivity of the velocity profile 
at small radii to deviations of Leo from its steady-state profiles. This can be seen 
in Figure 3.8, where the velocity profile inside "'l3R is depressed because Leo is 
high there. Outside "'l3R the radiation pressure and gravitational forces are both 
comparatively weak, and so the flow there has not yet had time to adjust to the 
new Leo profile. Inside "'3.5R, Leo is below its steady-flow value, but still above 
LE, and hence decelerates the flow. 
We now discuss the dependence of the stability of the flow on €, J.Ln and rout· 
We illustrate this dependence by plotting flow solutions that differ only in the choice 
of € and J.Lr on a plot of € vs. J.Lr· Figure 3.11 displays all runs carried out with the 
variable Eddington factor (2.45) and an outer radius rout= 30R. Overstable flows 
are shown with filled diamonds, flows with steady oscillations are shown as stars, 
and damped flows with crosses. The dashed line is the equation J.Lr/€ = 6. The €, 
J.Lr coordinates of the simulations discussed in this paper, including those carried 
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Fig. 3.11.-A map of all of the flow simulations attempted using the variable 
Eddington factor (2.45) with an outer radius Tout = 30R. Overstable flows are 
shown with filled diamonds, flows with steady oscillations are shown as stars, and 
damped flows with crosses. The dashed line is the equation J-Lr/E = 6. The f., J-Lr 
coordinates of the flows discussed in this paper, including those carried out with 
the variable Eddington factor (2.47) and Tout= 60R, are shown with open circles. 
out with the variable Eddington factor (2.47) and Tout= 60R, are shown with open 
circles. We also simulated flows with other temperatures, boundary conditions, and 
outer boundary radii, but these are not plotted in Figure 3.11. 
We further illustrate the dependencies by showing several pairs of luminosity 
and optical depth vs. time graphs. The flows shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 differ 
only in the choice of Tout· The flows shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.12 differ only in 
E. The flow shown in Figure 3.13 differs only in f. from Figure 3.2 and only in J-Lr 
from Figure 3.14. The flow shown in Figure 3.15 differs only in f. from Figure 3.14 
and only in J-Lr from Figure 3.16. Figure 3.11 and these figures clearly show that 
the stability of the flow depends linearly on J-Lr /f.. In addition, the figures show 
that flows with Tout = 60R are more heavily damped than the same flows with 
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Fig. 3.12.-Stationary-frame luminosity (dotted line) and total optical depth (solid 
line) as functions of time, for a flow with f = 0.10, J-Lr = 0.30, and Tout= 60R. This 
flow is identical to that shown in Figure 3.1 except that the total luminosity is much 
lower. Note the greatly reduced optical depth, and higher oscillation frequency but 
similar oscillation amplitude of this flow as compared to the one shown in Figure 3.1. 
Tout= 30R. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, flows with similar values off and Tout have similar 
infall times and hence similar oscillation times (compare Figure 3.15 to Figure 
3.16, and Figure 3.14 to 3.13). Note also that for all of the flows shown here, the 
oscillations in optical depth are much larger than the oscillations in luminosity. 
Finally, note that the curves for the flows shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.15 do not 
go all the way to 1.6 s. The reason for this is that in both flows shocks form near 
the inner boundary when the luminosity there is so high that the inflow not only 
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Fig. 3.13.-Stationary-frame luminosity and total optical depth as functions of 
time for a flow with f = 0.04, J.Lr = 0.30, and rout = 30R. This flow is identical to 
that shown in Figure 3.2 except that the total luminosity is higher. Note the growing 
amplitude of the oscillations in optical depth. The simulation ended because of the 
contraction of the timestep caused by development of nearly isothermal shocks near 
the inner boundary. 
slows but actually reverses. Although our code is capable of dealing with shocks, 
here Compton cooling by the X-ray flux makes the flow nearly isothermal, and 
so the ratio of densities across the shock boundary is "' 103 . This huge density 
contrast prodtices very thin mass shells, making the time for sound waves to cross 
the smallest shell and hence the simulation timestep very small. With such tiny 
timesteps, the simulation exceeded the computational time limit (90 Cray CPU 
minutes) at "'1.2 s. 
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Fig. 3.14.-Stationary-frame luminosity and total optical depth as functions of 
time for a flow identical to that shown in Figure 3.13 except that the radial mass 
accretion rate was reduced. Note that the oscillation frequency is very similar to 
that of Figure 3.13, but now the oscillations are damped. 
3.3. Discussion 
We have seen that perturbations in the mass flux are damped for J.-tr/€ ;S 6 
but grow for J.-tr/€ ~ 6. For J.-tr/€ ~ 6, disturbances of the mass flux or luminosity 
produce regular oscillations. The stability of the flow thus depends crucially on the 
ratio J.-tr /f., a result for which we can provide a simple explanation. 
Any density perturbation at the outer edge of the radial flow of relative size 
tl.pif Pi at time ti is advected toward the neutron star, producing a change in the 
mass flux at the inner boundary of a similar relative size one inflow time later, 
at time ti+l· The luminosity is then closer to the Eddington limit by the relative 
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Fig. 3.15.-Stationary-frame luminosity and total optical depth as functions of 
time for a flow identical to that shown in Figure 3.14 except that the total lumi-
nosity was increased. As in Figure 3.13, the oscillations in optical depth here grow 
exponentially until the simulation was ended due to the contraction of the timestep 
at t I"<J 1.2 s. The wild swings in luminosity at t ~ 0.85 s and at t ~ 1.05 s are caused 
by stagnation of the flow, which produces shocks near the inner boundary, that 
momentarily prevents material from reaching the inner boundary. 
amount ~fi+l ex: -J.Lr~Pi/ Pi· This luminosity perturbation is communicated to 
the outer boundary on the (very short) radiation diffusion timescale. Since the 
inward mass flux at the outer boundary is constant, the density of the flow near the 
outer boundary depends only on the local velocity, which is roughly the "modified 
free-fall" value v ~ (€GM/r) 112 • 
The change in luminosity thus produces a change in the flow density near the 
outer boundary at time ti+l ~ ti+t! of size ~PHd Pi+l ex: -~vjv ex: (J.Lr/2f.)~Pd Pi· 
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Fig. 3.16.-Stationary-frame luminosity and total optical depth as functions of 
time for a flow identical to that shown in Figure 3.15, except that the radial mass 
accretion rate was reduced. As in Figure 3.14, the oscillations in optical depth are 
damped. Comparison of Figures 3.13-3.16, shows clearly that flows with J.Lr/e. ;S 6 
are damped, wherease flows with J.Lr/f,;::: 6 grow exponentially, for rout "'30R. 
The disturbance therefore grows at a rate which we estimate to be "Y "' ln(J.Lr /2f) ft 1. 
The actual boundary between stability and instability (J.Lr/f ~ 6 in our simulations 
when we used the variable Eddington factor [2.45]) is determined by the details of 
the unperturbed flow structure, especially in the optically-thin outer portions of the 
flow, where mass accumulates during a luminosity maximum. 
All of the flow solutions presented here with steady-flow scattering optical 
depths greater than "'9 exhibit growing oscillations, whereas those with optical 
depths less than that have damped oscillations. This is because the optical depth 
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of the unperturbed flows scales roughly as Jl.r/€ (see Chapter 2), sharing the "' 
fj 1 ln(pr/€) -dependence on criticality and radial mass accretion rate that we expect 
for the oscillation growth rate. 
In a preliminary investigation (Fortner et al. 1989), we found a boundary be-
tween stability and instability of Jl.r/€ ~ 4, using the functional form of the variable 
Eddington factor given in equation (2.47). The relatively small difference between 
that preliminary result and the results of this Chapter, where we have used a ra-
tional interpolation for the variable Eddington factor, demonstrates that the choice 
of the functional form of the variable Eddington factor affects the details of the 
simulations, but has little impact on their general properties and the conclusions 
we draw from them. 
We have further investigated the sensitivity of our results to the functional form 
of the variable Eddington factor f(r) by using the prescription (2.47) in the flow 
presented in Figure 3.17. This flow has the same outer boundary radius and radial 
accretion rate Jlr as that shown in Figure 3.2 (€ = 0.05), but a lower total luminosity 
(€ = 0.06). Prescription (2.47) causes the radial velocity to fall much more steeply 
with optical depth than does equation (2.45) (see Chapter 2). This means that for 
the same € and Jl.n flows using prescription (2.47) have a higher steady-flow optical 
depth than those using prescription (2.45). The similarity of Figures 3.17 and 3.2 
suggest that flows with simular optical depths will behave similarly, independent of 
the functional form of the variable Eddington factor. 
The optical depth in Figure 3.17 shows the formation of two peaks between the 
main peaks, not just one as seen in Figure 3.2. This is because the damping of the 
higher harmonic response to the perturbation depends on the inflow time (see Park 
& Miller 1992, in preparation). The inflow time of the flow shown in Figure 3.17 is 
much shorter than that of any other flow presented here, so the reduced damping 
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Fig. 3.17.-Stationary-frame luminosity and total optical depth as functions of 
time for a simulation in which the prescription (2.47) was used for the functional 
form of the variable Eddington factor. This flow is similar in optical depth, oscil-
lation amplitude, and oscillation frequency to the one shown in Figure 3.2, even 
though this flow has a lower total luminosity. This flow differs from that shown 
in Figure 3.2 only in the variable Eddington factor and in the total luminosity. It 
shows the formation of tertiary peaks (see text). 
of the higher harmonics is to be expected. 
Although the assumed functional form of the variable Eddington factor does 
not change the basic picture of oscillations and oscillation amplitude variation with 
J-Lr / €, it does affect some of the details of the flow profiles. For example, in both 
Figure 3.3 and 3.4, a slight drop in the mass-accretion-rate at the inner boundary 
can be seen that immediately precedes the first mass accretion rate peak caused 
by the perturbation. This initial void can be understood as follows. The initial 
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mass-accretion-rate peak in the outer part of the flow causes an increase in optical 
depth for the region inside the peak. This increase in r produces a decrease in the 
variable Eddington factor f which causes a decrease in Prr relative to U. The drop 
in Prr produces a slight drop in L 00 , causing an increase in the flow velocity in the 
inner region. This velocity increase eventually causes an evacuation of the region 
interior to the mass-accretion-rate peak. 
Usually in our simulations an increase in optical depth causes an increase in U 
even greater than the relative decrease in Prr· In this case, however, the increase 
in mass that produces the optical-depth increase is considerably outside the region 
of interest. Since the exact way that radiation isotropizes with increasing optical 
depth is not known, it is not clear whether this is a real effect or an artifact of the 
way we close the radiative transfer equations. 
The frequency of the oscillations we have found is governed by only two factors: 
(1) the radius at which approximately radial inflow begins and (2) the mean inflow 
velocity in the outer part of the radial flow. The radius at which the radial inflow 
begins is determined by the luminosity of the star, which is close to LE, and the 
physics of the accretion flow far inside the outer radius of the accretion disk but 
still far away from the neutron star magnetosphere. Consequently, this radius may 
be similar in all the luminous low-mass X-ray binaries. The mean inflow velocity in 
the outer part of the radial flow is determined primarily by t:. 
The actual oscillation time for all flows studied here is about 20% larger than 
the inflow time. This excess time is due to two major factors. The first is the 
diffusion of the initial perturbation from a narrow peak to a broad one, as discussed 
previously. As this broadened peak enters the inner boundary, it increases the lu-
minosity there, which decreases the mass accretion rate near the outer boundary. 
It is only when the accretion rate near the inner boundary and hence the luminos-
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ity there return to their steady-flow values that the accretion rate near the outer 
boundary rises above its steady-flow value, beginning the cycle again. The width 
of the peak at the inner boundary is of the order of the amount of excess mass in 
the initial perturbation, here set to 7%. Thus, this effect accounts for "'7% of the 
20% increase in the oscillation time relative to the inflow time. 
The second factor lengthening the oscillation time is the response of the lumi-
nosity of the inner boundary to an increase in the mass flux there. In our model, 
a sudden increase in the mass flux through the inner boundary produces an ex-
ponentially decaying increase in the luminosity of the inner boundary. The decay 
time constant tin was chosen to be much longer than a shell crossing time but much 
shorter than an infall time. Thus, once the mass flux through the inner boundary 
has returned to normal, the luminosity at the inner boundary does not return to its 
nominal value until approximately tin later, further delaying the onset of the next 
cycle. For the flows presented here, tin is 0.005 s, which represents 5% to 15% of 
the infall time for the flows presented here. 
Some caveats apply to our simple model. First, luminosity of the disk is in 
reality distributed in space. This would effect the structure of the flow near the 
neutron star surface, and hence the details and strength of the oscillations. Second, 
material is probably injected into the radial flow over a range of radii, producing a 
range of infall times, and producing a smoother and perhaps more damped oscil-
lation (for a more detailed discussion, see Chapter 2). The details of the entry of 
mass from the accretion disk into the radial flow are poorly understood at present. 
To simulate this flow accurately will require 2D or 3D codes, well beyond the scope 
of the present work. 
We have also ignored general relativistic effects. As discussed by Park & Miller 
(1991) and in Chapter 2, we expect that the results obtained using a fully gen-
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eral relativistic treatment would be similar to those we have obtained with our 
Newtonian model, for the flows of interest here. 
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Chapter 4. 
Summary and Conclusions 
4.1. Steady Flows 
In Chapter 2 we have shown that if there is, as expected, plasma orbiting in a 
corona above the inner part of the accretion disk in Z sources when the luminosity of 
the source is near the Eddington critical luminosity LE, radiation drag will cause an 
approximately radial inflow toward the neutron star to develop. We have estimated 
that the flow develops at a radius of "'20G-400 km when the luminosity of the star 
is within "'5-10% of LE. Since gas is expected to join the radial flow over a range of 
radii, since the flow is expected to become radial only gradually over an appreciable 
interval in radius, and since optical depth effects are expected to play an important 
role, it appears that a more accurate determination of the outer radius of the radial 
flow will require two- or three- dimensional simulations. We caution that the two 
outer radii (300 km and 600 km) chosen for the simulated flows reported here are 
illustrative rather than definitive. However, the outer radius of the radial flow and 
the radial mass flux are determined by the mass and luminosity of the neutron star 
and the structure of the accretion disk far inside the outer radius of the disk but 
still far outside the radius of the neutron star magnetosphere. Thus, it is plausible 
that the outer radius of the radial flow and the mass flux in it are similar in all the 
Z sources. 
We have developed a simplified model of the approximately radial, near-critical 
accretion flows expected in the Z sources and described a numerical procedure for 
simulating these flows. Using this radiation hydrocode, we have been able to follow 
radial flows for many infall times, and to explore the effects on the radial flow of 
the luminosity generated by the mass flux through the accretion disk as well as the 
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mass flux in the radial flow. 
The simulated steady radial flows reported here show the same three distinct 
regions found by Miller (1990) in his analytical and numerical work. There is an 
outer region, where the flow is optically-thin, the comoving luminosity is subcritical, 
and the velocity increases with decreasing radius; a middle region of greater or lesser 
extent, where the velocity is roughly constant; and an inner region, where the flow is 
optically-thick, the comoving luminosity is supercritical, and the velocity decreases 
with decreasing radius. 
Using simple physical arguments, we have obtained approximate analytical 
solutions for the electron scattering optical depths and inflow times of these flows. 
The dominant contribution to the optical depth comes from the inner part of the 
flow, and hence the total optical depth is insensitive to the outer radius of the radial 
flow and the radial velocity there. The optical depth is, however, sensitive to the 
treatment of the transition from an optically- thin to an optically-thick flow, general 
relativistic effects, and the distribution in radius of the emission from the accretion 
disk. 
Unlike the optical depth, the inflow time is determined largely by the velocity 
profile in the outer part of the flow. Thus, it is insensitive to the treatment of the 
transition from optically-thin to optically-thick flow, general relativistic effects, and 
the distribution in radius of the emission from the accretion disk. It is, however, 
sensitive to the outer radius of the radial flow and the radial velocity there. 
We have shown that the structure of near-critical radial flows is insensitive to 
gas pressure forces, and therefore depends only weakly on the spectrum of the radi-
ation coming from the disk and star. Although the detailed structures of the radial 
flows in the Z sources will reflect general relativistic effects and the distribution of 
emission from the inner disk and compact central corona, we expect these flows to 
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be qualitatively similar to the flows found here. 
4.2. Perturbed Flows 
In Chapter 3 we studied the stability of near-critical flows for a wide range 
of flow parameters by perturbing steady flows. We have shown that the (slow) 
inward advection of density perturbations with the flow coupled with the (essentially 
instantaneous) outward transport of information about the inner parts of the flow 
by the radiation field can produce sustained oscillations in the flow. Whether the 
oscillations grow or decay depends on the ratio Jlr / f of the mass accretion rate to 
the criticality parameter, for wide ranges of Jlr and e. 
The inflow time determines the oscillation period, which depends principally 
on the size of the flow and how close the system luminosity is to the Eddington 
luminosity. Flows of the anticipated size (rout "' 1Q-100R) produce oscillations 
with periods in the right range to explain NBOs when the flow luminosity is at the 
level where the oscillations damp slowly, are sustained, or even grow, rather than 
damping rapidly, as they would at much lower luminosities. The relative amplitudes 
of the oscillations in total luminosity are much smaller than the relative amplitudes 
of the oscillations in optical depth. The optical depth oscillations cause the X-ray 
spectrum to pivot as described in Miller & Lamb (1992), producing oscillations in 
the X-ray spectrum that are approximately 180° out of phase above and below the 
pivot energy, in accord with observations of the Z source Cyg X-2. 
The fact that the NBOs are strong only near the middle of the normal branch 
is, in the radiation-hydrodynamic model, a consequence of the fact that Jlr is 0.1Q-
0.30 and that regular oscillations are observed if e is in the range 0.01--D.lO, which 
corresponds to a total mass flux in the disk and radial flows in the range 0.9Q-
0.99 ME. We do not require regular oscillations in response to a single perturbation 
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to observe oscillations in the flow, since in any real system the flow is likely to be 
continually perturbed. 
In the Z sources, the mass flux in the radial flow is determined by the luminosity 
of the star and the physics of the accretion flow far inside the outer radius of the 
disk, but still far outside the neutron star magnetosphere. Therefore, not only M 
but also the accretion flow pattern, including the properties of the radial flow (such 
as rout) are likely to be similar in all of these sources. It follows that the frequencies 
of regular oscillations are also likely to be similar. Thus, the physical picture we 
have sketched accounts in a natural way for the fact that the NBO frequency is 
almost the same in all the Z sources. The increase in NBO frequency from "'6 to 
"'10Hz which is observed near the junction of the normal and flaring branches may 
be caused by shrinking of the radial-flow region as the luminosity approaches LE 
and mass loss from the inner disk increases (Lamb 1989, 1992). 
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A.l. Listing ofhydeflnclude File 
implicit real (k-n) 







, ihdsiz•23+8+2•immsiz , ifmsiz•18+iefsiz+idtsiz+11•isizp 
common /header/ idate,itime,iversn,irec:num,m,rsurf,rmag,gamma 
. ,mdotedd,epsilon,mu,mudisk,umsch,dmset,rst,rend,rmax,ldisk,exr 
. ,ledd,mdotdt,snapdt,stbtime,icommnt(S),fmin(immsiz),fmax(immsiz) 









common /dchar/ dsknam 
character•S dsknam 
• DOCUMENTATION 
A.2. Listing of h.f Code File 
• NOTE: BE /FRAME/ OR /HEADER/ CHANGED, BE SURE TO CHANGE IFMSIZ,IHDSIZ! 
• PARAMETERS 
• physics constants 
• G grav.const 
• K boltz.c:nst 
• KI,KE ion,elec:tron mass 
• C speed of light 
• TCS thomson cross section 
• SBC stefan-boltzman constant 
• PIC pi (3.14159265) 
• Z ion charge 
• EVC energy of 1 eV in ergs 
• CRAD radiation constant (•z•tcs/(41rc(z•me+mi))) 
• min/max-deltatime array constants 
• IMHSIZ size of min,max arrays 
• IMMR,IKHP,IMHDEH,IMHEI,IMMACH,IMMDOT,IKHPX,IMMOPAC,IMMLX,IMMLXCO, IMHQP 
• constants for min,max arrays 
• IDTSIZ size of delta-time arrays 
• IDTV,IDTPI,IDTPE,IDTSHD,IDTQ,IDTU 
• constants for deltatime arrays 
• system constants 
• PCH percent change tolerated (for deltatime calcs) 
• IEFSIZ size of EFA array (energy flux) 
• ISIZ hydro array size: note that all of the hydro arrays are 
• actually isiz+1 long, to make the outer BC easy to do 
• ISIZP •ISIZ+1 
• IRECMAX max number of records allowed to be written 
• IHDSIZ size of header common: CHANGE if header changed!! 
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• IFMSIZ size of tram. common: CHAHGE if frame changed!! 
• /HEADER/ header into for entire run 
• syst~ variables 
• !DATE date of this run 
• !TIME t~ of this run 
• IVERSif run version (should be made unique tor each run) 
• IRECXUK total number of recorda stored 
• neutron star parameters 
• M total neutron star mass 
• RSURF radius of surface of neutron star 
• RMAG radius of magnetosphere 
• accretion parameters 
• GAMMA gamma (ratio of specific pressures, usually-6/3) 
• MDOTEDD eddington mass accretion rate (•Rsurf/Crad) 
• EPSILO!f closeness to eddington tor entire system 
• MU IIIIUIS accretion rate, in units of KDOTEDD (input) 
• MUDISK disk mass accretiam rate 
• UMACH speed to input new material at, in absolute ega units (input) 
• DMSET IIIIUIS to put iD each shell (if zero, then HY'INIT will guess a good value) 
• initialization parameters 
• RST radius of first shell at t•O 
• REND radius of last shell at t•O 
• MAX maximwll allowable radius 
• radiation variables 
• LDISK conatant luminosity from disk accretion 
• EIR surface produced xray energy (eV) 
• LEDD eddington luminosity (•g•m/crad) 
• t~ variables 
• MDOTDT time between adding new shells 
• SNAPDT t~ increment between snapshots 
• STBTIME stabilization time:during which surface luminosity fixed, not set by the flow 
• random arrays 
• I COMHRT cOIIIIIIU1ts on run 
• FMIN array of mill values for vectors for entire run 
• FMAI ditto for max values 
• /FRAME/ variables in each new frame 
• time variables 
• TIME elapsed real time 
• DT current delta-time 
• DTH deltatima at half step advanced, for velocity 
• DDT deltatima at last step 
• !STEP current step number 
• SHTIME shell iDtall time from outer boundary 
• radiation variables 
• NPH photon number flux (1/sec) 
• EEE current value of total e-e brema energy 
• EEl currant value of total e-i brema energy 
• EAVAIL energy available at surface for xray luminosity (erg) 
• LS surface luminosity (erg/sec) 
• LMULT ratio of outer luminosity to surface luminosity 
• MDOT current mass accretion rate 
• EFLUI EDergy flux (ergs/sec) 
* EFA(IEFSIZ) Store last EFSIZ values of EFLUI 
• shell variables 
• J number of hydro shells iD use (if zero initially, HY'INIT will set approximately) 
• IQPKAX current shock location (-max value of q/p) 
• !REZONE incremented every time syst8111 rezoned 
• IDTTYP which type is setting delta time (br8111S, sound, dt, etc) 
• IDTMIH(IDTSIZ) what shell things happening fastest (for dp,sound ... ) 
• vectors 
• R radii of mass shells 
• PE electron pressure 
• PI iam pressure 
• V specific volume (1/denaity) 
* U velocity 
• Q artifical viscosity 
• OPDEPTH optical depth from outside in 
• FI x-ray flux 
• PX x-ray radiation pressure 
• EX x-ray energy density 
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• LX x-ray luminosity (all in the fixed frame) 
• /HYDRO/ other variables u.sed in HYDRO 
• energy variables 
• LFIXED assumed fixed frame observers luminosity (for stabilization period) 
• KE kinetic energy of impacted shell (ergs) 
• EPSIL EPSILON, but limited to not go below . 01 
• TO t.aperature of material 
• time variables 
• STIME time of last snapshot 
• RTIME time of last shell impacting surface 
• SHRTIME time sine• last short snapshot 
• FITIME time of last ehec:k of J/MDOT 
• MDTIME time of last shell addition 
• ADT array of 1/(deltatime) calculations 
• ADTTHP work array for deltatime eales 
• SHORTDT time between short snapshots 
• FXDT timestep for ehec:king J/MDOT 
• IFIJ value of J during last c:hange of MDTIME 
• 
• hydro arrays 
* F variable eddington factor (between 1/3 and 1) 
opacity (starts at zero) • ICO 
• DM amount of mass in eaeh shell 
• lfR,NPE,NPI,IfV,HU 





nev versions of hydro arrays 
Holda functions that Min and Max taken of: used in SNAPSHT, SETSNAP 
shell loe of lllinimllll value ot hydro arrays 
shell loe of maximum value of hydro arrays 





data ieoDIIIIlt/ 'production run 'I 
data ireenum/0/ ,m/2. 7847833/ 
data gamma/1.667/ ,mudisk/.76/ 
data dmset/0.0/ ,rst/2.e6/ 





data time,dt,istep,shtime,nph,eee /6•0/ 
data eei,mdot,iqpmax,irezone,idttyp /6•0/ 
data idtlllin/idtsiz•O/ 
data j/460/ 








progr11111 hydro ! main progr11111 
include 'hydef' 
jstart•j I save initial j tor display 
eall dnlllllinit I initialize DSKNAM, open unit 
eall save(iversn,snapdt,mudisk,mu,umaeh) ! save these 6 values for nov 
eall mdinit ! set MDOTEDD,MDOT,EPSILON,EPSIL,KDOTDT,LEDD,LDISK,LFIXED 
eall hyinit I init TO,J,DKSET,R,PE,PI,V,U,Q,DM,REND,FI,PI,EI,LI 
• eall restart I load restart disk if needed 
eall restore(iversn,snapdt,mudiak,mu,umaeh) ! restore the 4 saved values 
eall mdinit I init again (KU,MDISK may change after restart) 
eall opend open DSKNAM for writing 
eall miseinit init TIMEa,DTs, bunch of other stutt 
eall opacity init OPDEPTH,F,XCO 
eall radnorm(lfixed,ls) init FI,PI,EI,LX 
ti.mp-stbtime+.1 for nev production runs 2/18/91 
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imptl•O I impulse flq 
stime-timp - anapdt start snapshots just before impulse 
do 1000 istep-1, 2 000 000 
time • time+dth 
dth • {dt+odt)/2. 
odt • dt 
if {r(1).le.rmag) then 
call imler 
if (time.ge.stime) then 
call snapsht 
isnapst •istep 
stime • stime+snapdt 
llhrtime • shrtime+shortdt 
I MAIM LOOP 
dth is r time spacing 
dt ia u time spacing 
save old dt 
first shell inside rmag 
rezones,sets EAVAIL,EFLUI,RTIME,SHTIME,KE,IREZONE 
do snapshot only during rezone (consistency) 
! text and disk snapshot 
step at la.st snapshot 
elseit {mod{iatep,1000).eq.O) then I short snapshots 
it (istep.gt. (isnapst+lOOO)) call snpshort 
endif 
endif 
if (time.ge.mdtime) then time to add another shell 
call outer add shell if possible, also modify KDOTDT if need 
mdtime • mdtime+mdotdt I increment new time 
elseif ((time.ge.timp).and.(impfl.eq.O)) then 
• eavail-eflux•dt I effectively zero out eavail at stabtime 
* ! REMOVE ZEROING OF EAVAIL FOR new run series 
imptl•1 
if (r(j+1).lt.rend) call habort(jstart) 
if (j.lt.300) call habort(jstart) 
didnt get out far enough 
not enough shells 
if (j.gt.700) call habort(jstart) 
write (•,•) 'IMPULSE at ',time 
impsiz•.07•float(j) 







•• This section ha.s been moved down from just 
ls • aminl(eflux,eavail/dt) 
eavail • eavail-ls•dt 
nph • (ls+ldisk)/(exr•evc) 
call opacity 
•• End 










too many shells 
add impulse of 7l of the radial flow 
main hydro loop 
deltatime calculations 
copy new hydro arrays to current arrays 
before hymain call 
! check if run out of energy 
decrease energy store 
photon number flux (#/sec) 
fix opacity arrays 
stabilization time 
fix the outer luminosity during stabilization 
set radiation arrays 
all done for some reason 
and end it 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine dnaminit ! initalize DSKNAM, open unit 1 
include 'hydef' 
character•8 data,list,lname 
data•'hd' starting chars for datafiles 
list•'ls' starting chars for list files 
write (dsknam,lOO) data,iversn make disk name 
write (lname,lOO) list,iversn ! make listing name 






















I IIDd restore them 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine restart ! open disk file for reading 
include 'hydef' 
• open typed disk file, read in record, for restarting simulation. 1fote 
• that the co111110n block IIDd the size of the arrays C.ANHOT be different betveen 
• the datafile IIDd this progr11111. Returns vith header IIDd frame CDIIIIIIOns set. 
character•B cdisk 
real head(ihdsiz),frame(ifmsiz) ! for unformatted vrite 
equivalence (head(l),idate) , (frame(l),time) 
iostat•O 
10 continue 
vrite (•,•> 'Enter disk file name, or RETURN to restart >>' 
read (•,'(a8)') cdisk 
if (ichar(cdisk(1:1)).le.32) return ! RETURN pressed 
open(unit•2,iostat•iostat,file-cdisk,status•'unknovn' 
$ ,access•'direct',recl•B•ifmsiz) 
if (iostat.eq.O) goto 20 ! all ok 
vrite (•,•> 'Problem t ',iostat,' Reading ',cdisk 
goto 10 
20 read (unit•2,rec•1,iostat•iostat) head read header common 
if (iostat.ne.O) call ioerr('hread',iostat) 
30 vrite (•,•> 'Of ',irecnum,' records enter starting record>>' 
read (•,•> irec 
if ((irec.le.O).or.(irec.gt.irecnum)) goto 30 
call recread(irec) actually read record in 
vrite (•,•> 'RESTARTED from: ',cdisk,' Rec: ',irec,' Step: ',istep 
do 60 i•1,isizp 




initialize those arrays 
that are in common HYDRO 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine opend I open disk file for writing 
include 'hydef' 
iostat•O 
vrite <• ,•) dslmem 
open(unit•2,iostat•iostat,file•dskluum,status-'unknovn' 
$ ,access•'direct',recl•B•ifmsiz) 






include 1hydef 1 
I initialize MDOT variables 
• Initialize MDOTEDD,KDOT ,EPSILON ,EPSIL,MDOTDT ,LEDD,LDISK,LFIXED 



























addington mass accretion rata 
ramp up to 100:( 
radiation temperatura balance point 
gravitational radius 
beta speed that material comes in at 
correction factor tor radial accretion 
make sure epsilon not go too small 
time between rezoninga 
addington luminoai ty 
disk luminosity 
chosen outer luminosity (for stablization) 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine hyinit ! initialize hydro arrays 
include 'hydaf' 
• Initialize TO,J,DMSET,R,PE,PI,V,U,Q,DM,REND,FX,PX,EI,LX 
EPSIL,J,DMSET,RST,REND,KDOT • Depends on 
• Velocity • -epsil•c/2•(1+r1/3r) inside, modified freeefall outside, density 
• set to assume constant accretion rata 
• lfote density calculated at inner radius of shell. 
uff(epx,rx,rex)•sqrt((2.•epx•g•m)•abs(1./rx-1./rex))! modified freefall (starts at rex) 





radiation temperature balance point 
make aura we dont make too many shells 
• need to approximate total mass in system to calculate a mass per shall 
• integrate velocity eqn u-ue/(1+r1/3r) from rst to rend (only approx, since dont do ff region) 
05 
if (dmaet.eq.O.) then ,! need to estimate mass in each shall 
if (j.eq.O) j•isiz/3 ! start with 33% of total possible shells 
r1 • mu•rsurf/apsil r1 parameter from guy's paper 
ue • apsil•c/2. maximum possible velocity 
mtot • UDdot/ua)•((rend-rst)+rl•alog(rend/rst)/3.) ! total mass if u-ue/(1+r1/3r) 







do 10 i•1, isiz 
come back here if too many shells 
radius of first shell 
velocity of first shall 
dm(i) • dmaat ! dm equal for nov 
v(i) • -4.•pic•r(i)•r(i)•u(i)/mdot I inverse density assuming constant mass flux 
r(i+1) • (r(i)••3 + 3.•dm(i)•v(i)/(4.•pic))••(1./3.) 
ufrae • amax1(umach,uff(apsil,r(i+1),rend)) modified ff, but dont let go below umach 
u(i+1) • -amin1( ufix(r(i+1)) , ufree ) slowest of modified ff and approx. soln 
pi(i) (k•tO/(mi+z•me))/v(i) pressure, given tO 
pe(i) • z•(k•tO/(mi+z•me))/v(i) pressure, given tO 
q(i) • 0.0 art viscos. 
lx(i) • 0.0 X-ray luminosity 
tx(i) • 0.0 X-ray flux 
px(i) - 0.0 x-ray pressure 
ax(i) • 0.0 X-ray anergy density 
if (r(i+1).gt.rend) then 
j•i 
goto 20 
hit end of setup region 





if (j.gt.(jset+100)) then 


























too IIIIIDY shells 
increase mass 
to decrease number of shells 
I make sure rend is accurate 
I v(j+1) is UNDEFINED 
















• -sqrt (2. •rmlrx) 
• sqrt(epx)•uf(rx) 
• -rx/uff(epx,rx) 
do 10 i1•1, isiz 
do 10 i2•1,idtsiz 
adt(i1,i2)•0. 
10 continue 
do 20 i•l,immsiz 
fmiD(i) • 1.e30 • 1.e30 
fmax(i) • -1.e30 • 1.e30 
20 continue 
do 30 i•1, isizp 















stime • time 
shrtime • time 










irecn\1111 • 0 
ifxj • j 
idttyp • 1 




I honest to god freefall 
! freefall velocity modified by EPX 
! modified freefall time 
initialize 1/deltatime array to zero 
initialize min and max arrays 
initialize iDfall time array 
time of last shell added 
time of last check of J/KDOT 
! time a shell passed inside rmag 
! stabilize for two inflow times 
! fixed time for production runs 
! time of last snapshot 
! time of last short snapshot 
! no snapshots till stabilized 
! ditto 
delta-t very small for first timeslice 
delta-t very small for first timeslive 
delta-t between cheeks of J/Mdot 
delta-t between short snapshots 
start with fresh records 
number of zones during last MOOT adjustment 













available energy at surface (ergs) 
averaged allowed uaergy flux (ergs/sec) 





t~ froa outer boundary to surface 
kinetic energy generated by impact of the last shell 
number of rezonings 
• calculate the energy and flux released fr0111 inner shell impact, and remove shell. 
• note that the energy is calculated vhen the beginning of the shell is inside 
• the magnetospheric radius, but the energy is only released vhen the end of the 
• shell passes through. The flux is calculated by dividing the energy released 
• by the impact by the difference in t~s of those tvo events • 
• 
• Mote that the DUmber of shells to average over is set by •iesize•, which 
• in general will be smaller then the array size •iefsiz• 
• note also that the flux is a moving average, averaged over IEFSIZ impacts 
• iesize-min0(10,iefsiz) I limit number of shells to 10 here 
• 
iesize-iefsiz 
call impact (nlte) 
if (nke.eq.O) write C•,•) istep,' 
eavail • eavail+ke 
ief • 1+mod(irezone,iesize) 
neflux • ke/(t~-rtime) 
! for nov reset back up to iefsiz 
! kinetic: energy avail from impact 
Zero Energy Shell ' 
I Increase energy store by KE (old value) 
index into energy flux array 
! Energy flux, ergs/sec: (KE/dt) 
if (neflux.ge.(4.•ledd)) then 










ke • nke 
sht~ • time-sht(1) 
call shremov 
irezone • irezone+1 
return 
end 
limit to 4001 eddington 
! average over last IEFSIZ energy fluxes 
I Test: flux•energy/time constant 
! restart time counter 
and kinetic: energy 
time difference between shell added and inner 
remove inner shell 
incremented every rezoning 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine impac:t(rke) ! kinetic: energy from impact 
include 'hydef' 
• calculate total energy i.zmermost shell will release when it impacts. Assumes a 
• constant density in the shell, with velocity varying thru the shell linearly from 
• u(1) to u(2). -ua-, -ub- are y-intercept and slope of velocity respectively. 
• see mathematics notes for derivation of ff(i) 
• old result for an assumed infinitely thin shell: 
• KE • .S•DK(1)•(U(1)••2+2.•G•K•(1./RSURF-1./R(1))) 
ff(ii)-pic:•r(ii)••2 •< -30.•rsurf•g•m + 20.•g•m•r(ii) 
$ + 10.•rsurt•r(ii)•ua••2 
$ + 15.•raurf•r(ii)••2•ua*Ub 
$ + 6.•rsurf•r(ii)••3•ub••2 ) 
$ I (15.•v(1)•rsurf) 
ub • (u(2)-u(1))/(r(2)-r(1)) 
ua • u(1)-r(1)•ub 
rite • amax1(ff(2)-ff(1),0.) 
return 
end 
I velocity slope 
! zero intercept 
! results of evaluated integral 
! may be negative if u(2) is positive 
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·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine shremov ! remove innermost shell 
include 'hydef' 
do 10 i•1,j 
r(i) • r(i+1) 
pe(i) • pe(i+1) 
pi(i) • pi(i+1) 
v(i) • v(i+1) 
u(i) • u(i+1) 
q(i) • q(i+1) 
dm(i) • dm(i+1) 
opdepth(i)• opdepth(i+1) 
f(i) • f(i+1) 
xco(i) • xco(i+1) 
fx(i) • fx(i+l) 
px(i) • px(i+l) 
ex(i) • ex(i+l) 
lx(i) • lx(i+l) 
sht(i) • sht(i+l) 
move everything up one 
note that shell j+l and shell 
j vill be identical: this is 
equivalent to an outer BC of 
df/dr-0 
shell injection time 
10 continue 
j•j-1 
if (j.le.2) call ioerr('no shells',j) 
return 
end 
I something messed up badly 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine outer ! add shell to outer boundary 
include 'hydef' 
if (r(j+l).ge.rmax) then 
• vrite <•.•> istep,' Hit outer radius ',rmax 
• 
• 
elseif (j.ge.isiz) then 
vrite (•,•) istep,' Ran out of shells',time 
else 
call shadd ! everything ok, lets add a shell at the outside 
end if 
if (time.ge.fxtime) then 
call fimdot I adjust MOOT if J is getting out of bounds 





subroutine fimdot ! keep J in bounds by adjusting mdot 
include 'hydef' 




elseif (j .gt. (isiz-80)) then ! getting near the end 
if ((j.gt.(ifxj+6)).or.(j.ge.isiz)) then ! and hefty slope 
call habort(O) I HOD-- Dont let this happen 
mdotdt•1.01•mdotdt ! try to slov it dovn 
vrite (•,•) istep,' Increase MDOTDT. Nev HDOTDT•',mdotdt 
endif 
elseif (j.lt.(isiz-160)) then ! dropping belov optimum 
if (j.lt.(ifxj-6)) then ! still hefty negative slope 
call habort(O) I HOD-- Dont let this happen 
mdotdt•.99•mdotdt I speed it up 









subroutine shedd I add shell at outer boundary 
include 'hydef' 




uf(rx) • -aqrt(2.•g.;rx) 
uff(epx,rx) • aqrt(epx)*Uf(rx) 
rhof(rx,ux) • -mdot/(4.•pic•rx•rx•ux) 
j • j+1 
if (j.gt.isiz) call ioerr('toomanysh',j) 
sht(j) • time 
rhomdot • rhof(r(j),u(j)) 
rhofix • rhof(r(j),utf(epsil,r(j))) 
local sound velocity 
honest to god freefall 
freefall velocity modified by EPI 
density needed for constant MDOT 
try to add too many shells 
time this shell added 
density needed for constant mdot 
fixed density at outer boundary 
if (rhomdot.le.O) then velocity positive for some reason 
write (•,•> istep,' Positive outer velocity •,u(j) 
rho • rhofix 
elseif (rhomdot.ge.(SO.•rhofix)) then I velocity small, density too big 
write <•.•> istep,' Density maxed:',rhomdot,' Limit:',SO.•rhofix 





























, .. (1./3.) ! new radius based on RHO 
pin pressure to radiation temp 
and specific volume 
no artifical viscosity initially 
set outer velocity to mach one 
I fixed outer velocity 
! fixed outer velocity 
I radiation vars are extensive 













note v(j+1) is undefined 
make sure dp/dr-0 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine opacity I set OPDEPTH,F,XCO arrays 
include 'hydef' 
• Calculate optical depth, variable eddington factor, and opacity arrays 
• Note that this is nonrelativistic electron scattering only. form for variable 
• eddington factor from Hummer+Rybicki (1971) 
kes • tcs•z/(z•me+mi) 
opdepth(j+l) • 0.0 
f(j+1) - 1. 
do 20 i•j,1,-1 
if (i.eq.1) then 
rhoave • 2./v(1) - 1./v(2) 
else 
rhoave • ((1./v(i))+(1./v(i-1)))/2.0 
end if 
electron scattering opacity 
by definition depth=O at outside 
streaming limit 
forward bias first shell 
forward bias rest of shells 
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opdepth(i) • opdepth(i+1) +kes•(r(i+1)-r(i))•rhoave 
• f(i) • 1.-2.•exp(-1./(.00000001+opdepth(i)••2))/3. I .0001 to stop div by 0 
f(i)•(1.+opdepth(i))/(1.+3.•opdepth(i)) I Tamazawa eddington factor 











subroutine radiate(lsurf) I set rad arrays. lsurf-needed surface lx 
include 'hydef' 
• calculate radiation arrays (PI,EI,LI,FI). Input the desired surface luminosity 
• LSURF. This routine guesses at an outer luminosity (LMULT•LSURF), the arrays are 
• integrated inwards, matched against desired LSURF, then iterated. 
• normally, routine RADNORM is used for integration. If RADNORM fails (cam~ot 
• converge, or inner luminosity negative), than RADSLICE is used, where inner ISH shells 
• are sliced up !SLICE times for integration. These parameters are increased until a good 






number of shells that are sliced 
number of slices per shell 
• 0 number of times a particular calculation done 
do 10 it • 1, 7 
iredo • iredo+ 1 
lout • lsurf•lmult 
call radnorm(lout,lsret) 
iterate 
counter for iterations for particular choice 
current guess for outer radius 
return calculated surface lWIIinosity 
if (islice.gt.1) then slice up inner shells 
write (•,•> istep,' RadSlica(slice,sh,lout)',islice,ish,lout 
call radslic(lout,lsret,islice,ish) ! slice up some shells 
endif 
if (abs(lsret-lsurf).le.(1.a34)) then 
return 
elseif ((lsret.la.O.).or.(iredo.ge.3)) 
islice • 2•islice 
ish • 2•ish 
iredo • 0 
end if 
! calculated surface luminosity close enough 
! all dona 
then ! negative surface luminosity? 
I slice shells finer 
and slice more of them 
reset iteration counter 
lmult • amax1(.1,lmult•(lsurf/lsret)) I correct outer radius guess 
10 continue 
call ioarr('badlumin' ,istap) 
return 
unable to calc luminosity arrays 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine radnorm(lout,lsret) ! sat rad arrays normally 
include 'hydef' 
• sat radiation arrays. LOUT • outer radius luminosity guess 
• LSRET• returned surface luminosity 
• 
time independent radiate transfer equations from park (1988). 
• Method of solution is to 4th order runga kutta from outer boundary in. 
• Luminosity and energy density are equal at outer boundary: an outer luminosity is 
• assumed, than integrated in. 
• note that xco() starts at zero so x(i)+x(i-1) is defined at i•1. 
• kl1-4, kpl-4 are the runga-kutta coefficients (numerical recipes, p551) 
• energy den., lumin. and rad pressure functions: 
• uz-u,rz•r,xz•xco(opacity),lz•lx,fz•f,pz-px 
• note the sign difference for uz between this and park: park uses positive inward u•s. 




(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz) • -uz•xz•(lz-4.•pic•rz••2•uz• 
(exf(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz)+pz))/c 
(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz) • -(3.•pz-exf(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz))/rz 















do 10 i • j,1,-1 
dx-r(i)-r(i+1) 
initial guess at outer luminosity 
definition of flux 
in streaming limit, e-f 
in streaming limit, p-e 
main loop 
note that dx-negative 
11-dx•lf(u(i+1),r(i+1),f(i+1),xcoav(i), lx(i+1) , px(i+1) 





14-dx•lf(u(i) ,r(i) ,f(i),xcoav(i-1),lx(i+1)+13 ,px(i+1)+p3 ) 
p4-dx•pf(u(i) ,r(i) ,f(i),xcoav(i-1),lx(i+1)+13 ,px(i+1)+p3 ) 
lx(i) • lx(i+1) + ( 11+ 2.•12 + 2.•13 + 14 )/6. 
px(i) • px(i+1) + ( p1+ 2.~2 + 2.•p3 + p4 )/6. 
ex(i) • exf(u(i),r(i),f(i),O.,lx(i),px(i)) 
fx(i) • lx(i)/(4.•pic•r(i)••2) 
variable eddington factor conversion 
10 continue 
lsret • lx(1) 
return 
end 
luminosity at surface 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine radalic(lout,laret,ialice,ish) I set rad arrays, alice up shells 
include 'hydef' 
• set radiation arrays. LOUT • outer radius luminosity guess 
• LSRET • returned surface luminosity 
• !SLICE- number of slices per shell 
• ISH • number of shells to slice 
• 
• RADSLICE called if RADHORM fails. It slices up the inner shells for 
• more accuracy. Note that this routine assumes that RADHORM has been called. 
• in these functions, BB goes from 1. at !+1 to 0. at I 
rf(ii,bb) • r(ii) + bb•(r(ii+1)-r(ii)) 
uf(ii,bb) • u(ii) + bb*(r(ii+1)-r(ii)) 
ff(ii,bb) - f(ii) + bb•(f(ii+1)-f(ii)) 
xf(ii,bb)• xco(ii)- dim(O.,bb-.6) • (xco(ii)-xco(ii-1)) 
$ + dim(bb-.6,0.) • (xco(ii+1)-xco(ii)) 
exf(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz) s (pz-(1.-fz)•uz•lz/(2.•pic•rz•rz•c•c))/fz 
lf (uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz) ~ -uz•xz•(lz-4.•pic•rz••2•uz• 
$ (exf(uz,rz,fz,xz,lz,pz)+pz))/c 







i • ish,1,-1 
• lx(i+1) 
• px(i+1) 
do 10 b • 1.,db,-db 
size of slices, where 1•an entire shell 
main loop 
starting values the rad variables 
• db*(r(i)-r(i+1)) 
• b - .6 • db 
• b- db 
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note that dx-negative 
midpoint evaluationa 
ending evaluation point 
11-dx•lf(uf(i,b) ,rf(i,b) ,ff(i,b) ,xf(i,b) ,lxf ,pxf ) 







lxf • lxf + ( 11+ 2.•12 + 2.•13 + 14 )16. 
pxf • pxf + ( p1+ 2.•p2 + 2.•p3 + p4 )16. 
10 continue 
lx(i) • lxf 
px(i) • pxf 
ex(i) • exf(u(i),r(i),f(i),O.,lx(i),px(i)) 
fx(i) • lx(i)l(4.•pic•r(i)••2) 




























47rr· 2 I dm 
force of gravity 
comoving radiation flux 
radiation pressure force 
total pressure inline function 
(dvldt) I v 
ion temperature 
electron temperature 
compton cooling energy loss: NOTE: is equal to 11(2011") of the physical compton 
NOTE also that FI is used in CP, instead of FICO • 
dp(ii) • (pi(ii)+pe(ii)+q(ii)) - (pi(ii-1)+pe(ii-1)+q(ii-1)) 
dvr(ii) • 4.•pic•(r(i1)••2)ldm(ii) 
gf(ii) • g*m/r(ii)••2 
fxco(ii)• fx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii)) 
lf(ii) • 4.•pic•crsd•fxco(ii) 
p(ii) • pi(ii)+pe(ii) 
dvv(ii) • 2.•(nv(ii)-v(ii))l(nv(ii)+v(ii)) 
ti(ii) • ((llli+z•me)/k) •pi(ii)•vi(i) 
te(ii) • ((llli+z•me)ICk•z)) •pe(ii)•v(ii) 










nu(1) • u(1)-odt•(gf(1)-lf(1)) 
nr(1) • r(1) + dth•nu(l) 
gm-gamma 
do 100 i•l,j 
nu(i+1) • u(i+1)-odt•(gf(i+1)-lf(i+l)+dvr(i+1)•dp(i+l)) 
nr(i+1) • r(i+1)+dth•nu(i+l) 
nv(i) • (4.•picl(3.•dm(i)))•(nr(i+1)••3-nr(i)••3) 
q(i) • 10.•dim(nu(i),nu(i+1))••21(2.*nv(i)) 
npe(i) • (tO•k•zl(mi+z*me))lv(i) 
npi(i) • (tO•k l(mi+z*me))lv(i) 
continue 
do 200 i•l,j 
nu(i+l) • u(i+1)-odt•(gf(i+1)-lf(i+1)+dvr(i+1)•dp(i+1)) 
nr(i+l) • r(i+1)+dth•nu(i+1) 
nv(i) • (4.•picl(3.•dm(i)))•(nr(i+1)••3-nr(i)••3) 
1st shell is special 
! new radius 
! new volume 









npe(j+l) • npe(j) 
npi(j+l) • npi(j) 
nv(j+l) • nv(j) 
return 
end 
I artifical viscosity 
outer BC is dpldr • 0 
technically not defined 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine hyupdate ! update hydro arrays 
include 'hydef 1 
do 600 i•l,j+1 
r(i) • nr(i) 
u(i) • nu(i) 
v(i) • nv(i) 
pe(i) • npe(i) 
pi(i) • npi(i) 















total nev pressure inline function 
comoving radiation flux 
electron temperature 
compton cooling energy loss: NOTE: is equal to 11(207r) of the physical compton 
np(ii) • npi(ii)+npe(ii) 
txco(ii)• tx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii)) 
te(ii) • ((mi+z•me)ICk•z)) •pe(ii)•v(ii) 
• cp(ii)•(4.*Pic•crad•zl(me•c))•fxco(ii)•(4.•k•te(ii)-exr•evc)lv(ii) 
cp(ii)•(crad/(06.•me•c))•fx(ii)•(4.•k•te(ii)-exr•evc)lv(ii) 
• store [(dfldt)lf] values in adt, then find max of those arrays. •idtmin• has the 
• index of the max for each category, •adttmp• the co=esponding values (inverse). 
• Nov the min of these values (min because inverse) becomes the nev delta-time. 
do 300 i~1,j ! 1 I dt times 
adt(i,idtpi) • abs(npi(i)-pi(i)) I (pch•dth • npi(i)) 
adt(i,idtpe) • abs(npe(i)-pe(i)) I (pch•dth • npe(i)) 
adt(i,idtv) • abs(nv(i)-v(i)) I (pch•dth • nv(i)) 
adt(i,idtsnd) • sqrt(gamma•nv(i)•np(i)) I (nr(i+l)-nr(i)) 
adt(i,idtu) • abs(nu(i))l(pch•nr(i)) 
adt(i,idtcmp) • abs(cp(i)) I (pch•np(i)) 
change in pressure 
change in pressure 
change in density 
courant 
dynamical time 
! compton cooling 
300 continue 
400 




idttyp • ismin(idtsiz,adttmp,1) 
rdt • adttmp(idttyp) 
find index of max of 1ldt 's 
values of those dts 
! vhich category has min of mins? 
! and the value of that one 
if ((rdt.lt.1.e-10).and.(istep.gt.100)) then I has timestep gone bonkers? 








subroutine snapsht take snapshot of run 
include 'hyde!' 
• calcs min/max arrays, vrites to text file and screen, outputs binary record to DSKHAM, 






do 10 tm-1,immsiz 
call minmax(sn(1,im),im,j+1) 
continue 
iqpmax • itmax(immqp) 
itmax • ifmax(immt) 
irec:num • irec:num+1 









setup snapshot arrays 
calculate ee and ei br811111 energy 
find sonic point 
calculate energy in compton cooling 
I set min/max arrays 
return shock location 
save maximum temperature 
number of recs in dslmam 
print header to screen 
print header to file one 
snapshot text 
ditto 
write to disk 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine setsnap I initialize snapshot array 
include 'hydef' 
• macht(ii) • abs(u(ii)/sqrt((pe(ii)+pi(ii))•v(ii)))! mach number 
10 
macht(ii) • -u(ii)/c ! velocity in units of c 
utfc:n(ii) • -sqrt(2.•g•mlr(ii)) ! unmodified freefall velocity 
mdotfc:n(ii)--4.•pic•r(ii)••2•u(ii)/v(ii) ! real mass accretion rate 
pxcof(ii) • px(ii)-u(ii)•2.•fx(ii)/(c•c) ! comoving radiation pressure 
lxcof(ii) • 4.•pic•r(ii)••2•(tx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii))) ! comoving luminosity 
rhoff(ii) • - mdotedd/(4.•pic•r(ii)•r(ii)•utfc:n(ii)) ! freefall density 
te(ii) • ((mi+z•me)/(k•z)) •pe(ii)•v(ii) 
fedd(ii) • ledd/(4.•pic•r(ii)••2) I eddington flux 





























fixed frame radiation energy density 
mach number 
mass accretion rate over input mdot 
fixed frame radiation pressure 
comoving radiation pressure 
fixed frame luminosity 
comoving luminosity 
find max for shock location 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 












total ei brema energy 
total ee brems energy 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· subroutine setsonic(rsonic) ! find sonic point 
include 'hydef' 
• find sonic point. first look for transition from supersonic to subsonic. 




• 0. ! return value 
- 1 
• sqrt((1.+z)•k•tO/(mi+z•me)) I mach 
do 10 i•j+1,1,-1 
if (sn(i,immach).le.vs/c) then ! first subsonic shell 
isonic • i where it vent from super to subsonic 
goto 20 I done here 
endif 
10 continue 
return I no subsonic region 
20 continue 
do 30 i•isonic,1,-1 
if (sn(i,immach).gt.vs/c) then 
rsonic • r(i) 
return 
endif 
look for going from subsonic to supersonic 
where it vent supersonic 
30 continue 
rsonic•r(isonic) ! inner region subsonic, print where it first vent subsonic 












comoving radiation flux 
electron temperature 
compton cooling energy loss: 
NOTE: is equal to 1/(207r) of the physical compton 
fxco(ii)• fx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii)) 




cpa - 0.0 
do 10 i•1,j 




I add up compton energy losses, ergs/sec 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine snaphead(if) ! print text header 
include 'hydef' 
• print text header to both screen and disk 
write (if,100)iversn,idate,itime,j,isiz,irecmax,snapdt,icommnt 
write (if,200)mu,mudisk,umach/c,mdotdt,epsilon,stbtime,dmset 




100 format('Hydro11 Run:',i4,a9,a9,' Size:',i4,'/',i4,' Raca:',i4 
S ,' SnapDt: ',1pg8.2,/,'Comment: ',8a8 
200 format('Kdot ',Opf4.2,' Kdiak ',Opf4.2,' Umach ',Opf4.2,' Mdotdt' 
300 




Step Razon J Dtp Dta T~ 






subroutine snaptext(if,rsonic,cpe,itmax) ! print out snapshot text 
include 'hydef' 
md!(ii) • -4.•pic•r(ii)••2•u(ii)/v(ii) I real mass accretion rate 
lxcof(ii) • 4.•pic•r(ii)••2•(fx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii))) I comoving luminosity 





maximum comoving luminosity 
freefall timescale at magnet. surface 










subroutine anpshort ! print out short snapshot text 
include 'hydef' 
machf(ii) • abs(u(ii)/sqrt((pe(ii)+pi(ii))•v(ii))) ! mach number 
lxcof(ii) • 4.•pic•r(ii)••2•(fx(ii)-u(ii)•(ex(ii)+px(ii))) ! comoving luminosity 
do 10 i•1,j+1 
an(i,immlxco) • lxcof(i)/ledd 









set min/max arrays 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine snapdislt ! write out records to dataset 
include 'hydef' 
real head(ihdsiz),frame(ifmsiz) I for untormatted write 
equivalence (head(l),idate) , (frame(1),time) 
write (unit•2,rec•l+irecnum,iostat•iostat) frame 
if (iostat.ne.O) call ioerr('fwrite',iostat) 
store frame record 
• the header is written so hdiak can be read even it the program crashed 
• 
write (unit•2,rec•1,iostat•iostat) head 
if (iostat.ne.O) call ioerr('hwrite',iostat) 
if (irecnum.ge. irecmax) call endrun 
it (irecnum.ge.100) call 8lldrun 
return 
end 
! write header record 
I all done! 





subroutine endruD end the simulation 
include 'hydef' 
real head(ihdaiz),frame(ifmsiz) I for unformatted write 
equivalence (head(1),idate) , (frame(1),time) 
write (unit•2,rec-1,iostat•iostat) head 
if (iostat.ne.O) call ioerr('hwrite',iostat) 
close (unit•2,iostat•iostat) 
if (iostat.ne.O) call ioerr('close',iostat) 
write (1,fmt•100) iveran,isiz,ifmaiz 
write (•,fmt•100) iveran,isiz,ifmaiz 
close (unit•l) 
format(1x, 'Run nUIIIber: ',iS,' Array Size:' ,iS,' 
stop 
end 
write header common 
close datafile 
I write info to hdisk 
I and to screen 
Record Size:',iS) 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine minmax(ff,itype,is) ! set ifmin,fmin arrays with mins,maxes 
include 'hydef' 
dimension ff(is) 
• get min and max of array •ff• (length •is•) and store location in 
• ifmin(itype),ifmax(itype), and values in fmin(itype),fmax(itype) 
ifmin(itype)•ismin(is,ff,1) I location of min for this array 
ifmax(itype)•iamax(is,ff,1) I ditto for max 
fmin(itype) • amin1(fmin(itype),ff(ifmin(itype))) 
fmax(itype) • amax1(fmax(itype),ff(ifmax(itype))) 
return 
end 
global min value 
global max value 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine recread(irec) read record number IREC 
include 'hyde!' 
real head(ihdsiz),frame(ifmsiz) for unformatted write 
equivalence (head(1),idate) , (frame(1),time) 
read (unit•2,rec•1+irec,iostat•iostat) frame ! read frame common 




subroutine ioerr(type,iostat) I to catch errors 
c 
c give message if io error, then habort program 
c 
c:haracter*8 type 
write (•,100) type,iostat 
stop 
100 format(' I/0 error doing a ',a,'error number is ',i8) 
end 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
subroutine habort(jstart) ! kill me: radius wrong, not enough shells 
include 'hyde!' 
write (0,100) r(j+1)/rsurf,j,jstart,istep,iversn 
write (1,100) r(j+1)/rsurf,j,jstart,istep,iversn 
call endrun 
100 format(' HABORT Radius•',f8.4,' J•',i4,' Jstart•',i4 
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